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VEHICULAR 2015
Forward
The Fourth International Conference on Advances in Vehicular Systems, Technologies
and Applications (VEHICULAR 2015), held between October 11 - 16, 2015 - St. Julians, Malta,
continued a series of events considering the state-of-the-art technologies for information
dissemination in vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure and focusing on advances in
vehicular systems, technologies and applications.
Mobility brought new dimensions to communication and networking systems, making
possible new applications and services in vehicular systems. Wireless networking and
communication between vehicles and with infrastructure have specific characteristics from
other conventional wireless networking systems and applications (rapidly-changing topology,
specific road direction of vehicle movements, etc.). These led to specific constraints and
optimizations techniques; for example, power efficiency is not as important for vehicle
communications as it is for traditional ad hoc networking. Additionally, vehicle applications
demand strict communications performance requirements that are not present in conventional
wireless networks. Services can range from time-critical safety services, traffic management, to
infotainment and local advertising services. They are introducing critical and subliminal
information. Subliminally delivered information, unobtrusive techniques for driver’s state
detection, and mitigation or regulation interfaces enlarge the spectrum of challenges in
vehicular systems.
The conference had the following tracks:
 Fundamentals on communication and networking
 Challenges
Similar to the previous edition, this event attracted excellent contributions from all over the
world. We were very pleased to receive top quality contributions.
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the VEHICULAR 2015
technical program committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a high
quality conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also
kindly thank all the authors that dedicated much of their time and effort to contribute to
VEHICULAR 2015. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference
program consisted of top quality contributions.
Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations and sponsors. We also gratefully thank the members of the VEHICULAR 2015
organizing committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work that made this
professional meeting a success.
We hope VEHICULAR 2015 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas
and results between academia and industry and to promote further progress in the field of
vehicular systems, technologies and applications. We also hope that St. Julians, Malta provided

a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone saved some time to enjoy the
beauty of the city.
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Abstract—Within the next few years, cars will be able to
communicate with their surrounding infrastructure, with other
cars and even drive autonomously. This allows a new generation
of applications to improve security and a better use of space and
resources. One of these applications is represented by the
Clustered Swarm algorithm. The Clustered Swarm algorithm is a
live swarm based algorithm for vehicles which pursues the aim
of a global traffic optimisation by performing a massive load
balancing of all road participants to improve the individual
routes of each user. Hereby it represents a potential solution for
the traffic jam problem. This paper introduces the current
communication protocol used by the Clustered Swarm algorithm
which is designed to ensure the integrity of the data, as well as
to reduce the amount of transmitted data to enable the use of
current and future vehicle-to-vehicle technologies such as the
IEEE 802.11p standard.
Keywords-IEEE802.11p;
data
intelligence, traffic optimisation.

compression;

swarm

I.
INTRODUCTION
Current technologies in the area of direct vehicle-tovehicle communication, most notably the IEEE 802.11p [1]
standard, have some limitations regarding their bandwidth
and their data rate. Especially for applications where a large
amount of data needs to be transmitted to many
communication partners within a short time window, the
current characteristics of the 802.11p standard are
insufficient. And so they are for the Clustered Swarm
algorithm [2], which uses direct vehicle-to-vehicle
communication to perform a load balancing of all road
participants. For best communication results, regarding the
amount of data transmitted, the Clustered Swarm algorithm
uses its own communication protocol, which will be
presented in the present paper.
In Section II, we will give a short overview of the
Clustered Swarm algorithm for a better understanding,
followed by the used communication model in Section III and
the communication protocol in Section IV. Finally in Section
V, we will discuss the results and in Section VI, we will give
a brief outlook for our next steps regarding further
improvements of the communication protocol to comply
even more with the requirements of the Clustered Swarm
algorithm.

II.

CLUSTERED SWARM

Looking at traffic on a microscopic level, traffic consists
of many individual participants. But during route calculation,
only the personal and individual aims of the different drivers
are considered, which are mostly represented by reaching the
destination as fast as possible. So, current navigation systems
perform an individual local optimisation during route
calculation. Nevertheless the current traffic situation is
considered, the resulting route is only optimised for the single
user. If too many local optima are too similar in their
characteristics, this can have negative effects on the whole
traffic, particularly in combination with general traffic
influencing measures. If too many drivers take the same
diversion because they follow their navigation systems, a new
traffic jam can form very fast. Many local optima can
therefore counteract a common global optimum under some
circumstances.
The Clustered Swarm algorithm copes with this deficiency
by distributing all participating vehicles on the entire road
network based on its capacity without the need of a central
instance. In this case, the capacity of a road corresponds to
the maximum traffic density ܭ௫ [3], which is the amount
of vehicles on the road at the same time, causing a congestion.
Depending on the amount of high weight vehicles and the
type and construction state of a road, ܭ௫ is typically about
150 vehicles/km [3]. This relation between the traffic density
and the traffic speed is explained in the Fundamental
Diagram of Traffic Flow shown in Fig. 1 and expressed in a
few words, the more vehicles the less the traffic speed. The
Clustered Swarm algorithm takes advantage of this
dependence between the amount of vehicles and the traffic
speed to perform the load balancing.

Figure 1. The Fundamental Diagram of Traffic Flow [3]
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To accomplish the desired Emergent Behaviour [4]
following the Clustered Swarm algorithm, each vehicle
aggregates the estimated traffic density of the road network
by exchanging its own route and all other considered routes
every time a vehicle is in reach. The first time a vehicle
communicates it can only transmit its own route but receives
a number of routes from its counterparts. The next time it
encounters another vehicle, it transmits its own route and all
newly acquired routes. Thereby, it can help spreading
knowledge within the swarm, which will be used for route
calculation to adapt the routes to the estimated traffic density.
III.

COMMUNICATION MODEL

The key function of the Clustered Swarm algorithm is the
knowledge and use of the estimated traffic density of the road
network. As this information needs to be aggregated,
communicated and used in route calculation, a common
model is needed to meet the requirements of the three main
tasks, especially for communication. As already mentioned,
vehicles try to transmit all considered routes. So, the main
object is the Route, which at the same time is the result of the
route calculation. Each Route consists of different
PathElements, which decompose the Route into different
segments and conform to the edges of the graph used for route
calculation. Fig. 2 shows both objects.
The attributes of the Route object have the following
purpose:
• VehicleId: Identifies the vehicle to which the route
belongs.
• VersionNumber: Current version of the Route.
Each time a vehicle recalculates its own route the
version number is incremented.
• NavigationDuration: Is the total duration the
vehicle needs to drive on its route.
The attributes of the PathElement object have the
following purpose:
• Id: Identifies the road within the digital road map
used for route calculation.
• NavigationTimestamp: Represents the time stamp
of the day, when the road will be navigated.
• DrivingDirection: Stores the direction in which the
vehicle will drive on that road segment.
• NavigationDuration: Is the duration the vehicle
needs to drive on that road segment.
With the information of the PathElements, and therefore
the route of a vehicle, each vehicle can estimate how many
vehicles will use a road at a given point in time and with this

Figure 2. Communication model of the Clustered Swarm algorithm
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information the vehicle can adapt its own route if necessary
due to high traffic density on certain roads [2].
Assuming that only 20% of all vehicles will be able to use
the Clustered Swarm algorithm, in the near future in Berlin
154,000 vehicles will communicate using a vehicle-tovehicle technology (in 2012 60.9 % of all registered vehicles
in Germany were on the road on working days [5]; Berlin has
1.1 million registered vehicles [6], so, each working day
770.000 vehicles are on the road). If each vehicle
communicates with only 50% of all possible vehicles capable
of Clustered Swarm, each vehicle would save and
communicate a maximum of 77,000 routes. A typical route
in inner cities has an average amount of 80 road segments
(assuming an average length of one trip of 12.3 km [5] and
an average length of one road segment of 153.8m for
Germany [7]), which corresponds to the PathElement. Each
PathElement has a size of 17 bytes resulting in an average
size of 1378 bytes for a Route. In a best case scenario, where
the maximum transfer rate of 27 Mbit/s of the IEEE 802.11p
standard [8] could be used (which is unlikely), it would take
about 30 seconds to transmit the 101 MB of data. In realistic
scenarios, where the data rate decreases due to the amount of
parallel communication partners, the distances between them,
as well as other interferences [8] a transfer of the huge
amount of PathElements would not be guaranteed. As the
vehicles move during communication, the time window for
communication could limit the amount of data transmitted
even more. This means that there is a big discrepancy
between the amount of data to transmit to ensure the
functionality of the Clustered Swarm algorithm and the
transmission rate of the 802.11p standard. To cope with these
limitations, we have implemented a communication protocol
which reduces the amount of data to be sent while ensuring
the integrity of the transmitted data, so that each received data
packet contains complete information usable by the
Clustered Swarm algorithm.
IV.

COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL

A. Integrity
As the IEEE 802.11p standard is situated in the data link
layer of the OSI model [9], the used protocol for transmission
has to be defined by the applications using the IEEE 802.11p
standard. Given the limitations of the IEEE 802.11p standard
compared to the requirements of the Clustered Swarm
algorithm, a communication protocol is needed, which allows
to transmit as much information as possible within a short time
window ensuring that received data is usable by the receiver.
The integrity of the data is especially important in this case.
Since the amount of transmitted data is restricted by the short
communication time of two vehicles passing by each other, it
is even more necessary that the actual transmitted data can be
used by the receiver. That means, the information needs to be
sent in a way that each received data packet contains sound
data independent of other data packets and thereby usable by
the Clustered Swarm algorithm.
In common communication protocols (e.g., TCP/IP), the
data to be transmitted is distributed among different packages
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TABLE I. SPACE SAVINGS OF DIFFERENT COMPRESSION ALGORITHMS

depending on the Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU) [10]. By
specifying the Maximum Transfer Unit size for a network
compatible device, including header and protocol-metainformation, the MTU defines the amount of data for one
frame [11]. Data packages exceeding the size defined by the
MTU are fragmented and distributed over multiple frames. In
order to obtain complete and usable data this procedure
requires all frames to be received. If one frame is lost, all
others have to be resent [10]. This behaviour can lead to major
radio transmission interferences, wherefore a fragmentation
should be avoided to meet the requirements of the Clustered
Swarm algorithm.
As described in Section III, the information transmitted by
each vehicle is represented by the Route object. Since one
Route represents a complete set of data usable by the receiver,
we decided to follow a “one route one frame” approach to
guarantee data integrity. This means, one data packet
represented by one Route should completely fit into the
payload of one transmitted frame. To provide enough space to
hold a Route and at the same time avoid too much data loss in
case of a communication failure, we use a size of 1500 bytes
as the maximum data packet size. Also, the fact that this size
represents the standard for transmitting data over Ethernet
since over 30 years, fortified our decision [10]. If a frame is
lost, it does not affect other frames and hereby other Routes,
so that the small time window for communication can be used
in the best possible way.

TABLE II

Since the average route size is 1378 bytes (see Section III),
longer routes would not fit into the 1500 bytes. To be able to
store even long routes, a reduction of the data was needed.
B. Compression
Thinking about possibilities to reduce the amount of data,
a suggestive approach is the compression of the data. Many
different algorithms exist (e.g., LZ77 [12], Deflate [13] and
LZMA [14]), which are available for various programming
languages and allow an easy integration into own applications.
But in our special case, the existing algorithms showed low
compression ratios (see Table I and Fig. 4), too low for the use
in the Clustered Swarm algorithm. This mostly relies on the
“black box” approach of existing compression algorithms
where no semantic information about the data is considered
[14]. As the structure of the communication model introduced
in Section III offers many possibilities to reduce the data on a
logical level, we developed our own compression algorithm
called Gravity MDT Compression. Basically, the Gravity
MDT Compression (Group-Var-Int minimal data
compression) combines three approaches to reduce the
amount of data without changing its content: Group-Var-IntEncoding [15], Delta-Encoding [14] and Elimination of
redundancy.
The Group-Var-Int-Encoding was developed by
Google Inc. on the basis of the Var-Int-Encoding [16] which
stands for “variable integer” and represents an integer data
type that only occupies as many bytes as needed to represent
the value. For example, a 32-Bit Integer with the value 1 only
needs 1 byte instead of 4 bytes to be stored.
Since the normal Var-Int-Encoding stores some extra
information to be able to decompress the value, the maximum
number of bits to be used for storing a value is 30 [16]. The
Group-Var-Int-Encoding adds an additional byte to store this
extra information which allows to use the full 32-bit-integer
value range. The Gravity MDT Compression uses the GroupVar-Int-Encoding to compress and store the Ids and the
NavigationTimestamps of the PathElements.
The Delta Encoding or differential encoding is a simple
data compression method used to reduce correlating or
sequential data [14]. The idea behind the delta encoding is
that not the information itself is stored but the difference from
an initial state to the current state. Table II shows the DeltaEncoding applied to sample Ids. So, the Delta Encoding helps
to trim the possible big integer values to much smaller values.
As the compression ratio of the Group-Var-Int-Encoding

DELTA ENCODING APPLIED ON SAMPLE PATHELEMENT IDS

Encoding

Id
PathElement #1

Id
PathElement #2

Id
PathElement #3

Id
PathElement #4

Id
PathElement #5

none

5890234

5839494

5839274

5897947

5897366

DeltaEncoding

5890234

50740

220

-58673

581
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increases with the decreasing size of the values to store, the
combination of the Delta-Encoding with the Group-Var-IntEncoding allows to reach a very high compression ratio. In
the Gravity MDT Compression algorithm, it is also used to
store the Id and NavigationTimestamp of the PathElements.
Elimination of redundancy: Taking a closer look at the
communication model, it turns out that the PathElements save
some redundant information given by the NavigationDuration
and the NavigationTimestamp. Both values are needed by the
Clustered Swarm algorithm but for communication, one of the
values becomes obsolete as both can be calculated considering
the other. Since the PathElements are stored in the order they
are driven during route guidance, the chronological
accumulation of the NavigationDuration allows the
calculation of the NavigationTimestamp of all PathElements
and through the difference of the NavigationTimestamps of
two following PathElements the NavigationDuration can be
calculated. Also, considering the advantages of the GroupVar-Int-Encoding and the Delta-Encoding, we decided to
store the NavigationTimestamps to calculate the
NavigationDuration. The final structure of the
communication protocol considering the three mentioned
approaches is visualized in Fig. 3. Each route to be transmitted
is converted into this structure and at the same time
compressed by applying the three methods.
The first 26 bytes represent a header, which saves
information of the Route object and some additional meta
information
used
for
compression
like
the
InitialNavigationTimestamp, the PathElementCount and the
PathElementIdsOffset. The InitialNavigationTimestamp is
needed by the Delta-Encoding as a start value. The
PathElementCount and the PathElementIdsOffset are
required since after compressing the Ids and the
NavigationTimeStamps with the Group-Var-Int-Encoding
the block size is variable. The header is followed by
information about the PathElements, which are stored in

arrays for best compression rate, and save the
DrivingDirections the Ids and the NavigationTimestamps of
the PathElements.
C. Further compression improvements
A simple way to improve the quality of an algorithm is
applying two or more algorithms to the same problem. This
is also applicable for the compression of data, by combining
the advantages of different approaches to reach a better
compression. However, a potential improvement can only be
reached in case of the compression ratio since the coding and
decoding times increase with the number of the applied
algorithms.
Nevertheless, we evaluated the combination of the
Deflate and the LZMA with the Gravity MDT algorithm to
get the most out of the compression. The results are shown in
Table I and in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, and will be discussed in the
next Section.
V.

EVALUATION

The evaluation of the quality of the presented
compression algorithms has been determined using JUnit
tests. For this purpose we generated a set of Route objects
with random data. To be able to generate realistic data, the
random generator has been restricted. In case of the
NavigationDuration we used a Gaussian distribution with a
mean value of 30 which represents the average duration in
seconds to navigate a RoadElement retrieved from the used
Navteq maps [7]. In addition, the generated number has an
upper limit of 3600 (1 hour), so that the range of values for
the NavigationDuration is [0, 3600].
Fig. 4 shows the determined compression ratios of the
different algorithms and combinations of them. The x-axis
shows the amount of PathElements of a random generated
Route, and the y-axis shows the arithmetic mean over all
generated Routes (100,000) with x PathElements. The lowest
compression ratio of 1.8 has been reached by the Deflate
algorithm (blue). This corresponds to a space saving of 45.2%
(see Table I). The LZMA algorithm (yellow) reached a
compression ratio of 2 which corresponds to a space saving
of 53%. The evaluation of the Gravity-MDT algorithm
(green) showed a compression ratio of 3.1 and therefore a
compression of 68% which is an improvement of 15%
compared to the LZMA algorithm.

Figure 4: Compression ratios
Figure 3. Communication protocol structure
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Figure 5: Compression encoding times

As expected, the combined algorithms showed the highest
compression ratios, where the LZMA combined with the
Gravity MDT algorithm (red) reached the best space saving
of 74%.
Taking a look at the encoding times of the different
algorithms in Fig. 5, with the amount of PathElements on the
x-axis and the coding time in milliseconds on the y-axis, the
LZMA (yellow) followed by the Deflate (blue) algorithm
achieved the slowest encoding times and showed the fastest
increase depending on the amount of PathElements. The
fastest algorithm regarding the encoding times reached the
Gravity-MDT algorithm (green), followed by the Deflate
combined with the Gravity-MDT algorithm (brown). Since in
the combined approaches the Gravity-MDT algorithm is
executed first, the reduced amount of bytes to compress lead
to very good encoding times for the Deflate-Gravity-MDT
combination.

Beside these advantages, the current implementation of
the protocol offers some possibilities for improvement. The
longer the route, the more PathElements and so the more bytes
to transmit, regardless the compression ratio. If a route
exceeds the size of 1500 bytes, at the moment the route would
be truncated and thereby incomplete. However, not all
PathElements are really necessary for all vehicles in range. A
vehicle driving in the opposite direction does not need the
information where all other vehicles intend to go. It only needs
information about a smaller area regarding its position and its
target. To adapt the transmitted information to the receivers’
needs and at the same time reduce the amount of
PathElements, we started elaborating a filtering mechanism.
Based on the position of the receiver and a defined radius, the
sender transmits only PathElements within the given
perimeter. Because this directly affects the quality of the
calculated routes and hereby the load balancing, the filter will
be evaluated to guarantee a maximum reduction for each route
to fit into the 1500 bytes while still maintaining the impact on
the traffic. Nevertheless this approach also implies that most
routes will not need all the 1500 available bytes so that the
capacity of one frame is not fully used. Basically, this
corresponds to a knapsack problem where a subset of routes
needs to be chosen without exceeding the size of 1500 bytes.
Since the communication represents the key mechanism of the
Clustered Swarm algorithm, a suitable solution for the
knapsack problem is already in development to get the most
out of it.
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Abstract—Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs) support a
large number of Intelligent Transportation System (ITS)
applications, ranging from safety to non-safety purposes. Nonsafety applications encompass comfort, infotainment and
marketing of services. In order to promote business, alongside
roads and highways, and reach to maximum number of
customers, the Business Managers (for instance: gas stations,
restaurants, hotels, parking lots, coffee shops, supermarkets,
etc.) would need a mechanism to advertise their services using
a third party broker. Moreover, travellers (drivers, passengers)
would need an efficient and cost effective way to discover these
services, during their trips. However, the unique characteristics
of VANETs (e.g., dynamic topology, high speed and densities,
short inter-contact time, etc.) make the deployment of such
applications a challenging task. This paper describes the use of
the Opportunistic Service Discovery Protocol (OSDP) –a
beaconing based protocol for roadside services discovery. We
performed extensive simulation experiments to evaluate the
performance of different phases of OSDP, under different
traffic densities. The results concluded that: a) the number of
advertisement packets, in a given region by different Road Side
Units (RSUs), effect the success rate of receptions by moving
vehicles; b) short inter-contact times (of around 1s) seem to be
sufficient for a fast moving vehicle on a highway to receive atleast 70% of the advertisement packets from RSUs; c) the
success rate of receiving response packets is highly affected by
the density of neighbour vehicles; d) the model suggests that
the system can be used to simulate several business models,
including a number of advertisement points, their distances to
the business's premises and duration that the packets are
stored in the cache, etc.
Keywords-Vehicular Ad hoc Networks; Opportunism;
Services Advertisement; Roadside Services Discovery.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs) play an
important role in Intelligent Transportation System (ITS), by
enabling Vehicles to Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle to
Infrastructure (V2I) communications. It has become an
emerging field of research by gaining attention from
different
standardization
organizations,
government
agencies, auto-mobile industry and research communities.
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has
already granted 75 MHz of bandwidth, in the 5.9 GHz band
for exclusive use of VANETs. The allocated spectrum is
called Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC),
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which enables high speed, short to medium range wireless
communications (up to 1000m). The spectrum is divided into
seven channels of 10 MHz each. The most important channel
is the Control Channel (CCH), which is restricted for the use
of safety applications and service announcements. The
remaining channels are known as Service Channels (SCHs)
[1][2]. VANET consists of many components. The most
important components are: On Board Units (OBUs),
mounted in vehicles, and Road Side Units (RSUs), installed
at fixed locations alongside roads and highways [3].
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) has developed a system architecture for VANETs
called Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE).
WAVE supports two different protocol stacks: Internet
Protocol version six (IPv6) and WAVE Short Message
Protocol (WSMP). For Physical (PHY) and Medium Access
Control (MAC) layers, an amendment has been made to the
802.11a protocol, called IEEE 802.11p. Similarly, IEEE
1609.4 is standardized for coordination among multi-channel
operations. Details about these protocols are provided in [4].
Apart from IEEE 802.11p –the de facto standard for
VANET– the Long Term Evolution (LTE), developed by 3rd
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), is considered to be a
competitor technology for V2I communications only. Its
advantages include: high data rate, low latency, support for
high mobility, large coverage area and support for Internet
based applications (e.g., live streaming, Voice over IP,
online gaming and cloud services etc.). However, the LTE
does not support V2V communications. A detailed survey
about the strength and weakness of LTE and LTE-Advanced
(LTE-A), for V2I communications is presented in [5].
In addition to the standardization efforts from IEEE, the
European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)
also constitutes a technical committee for VANET
communications. The standard developed by the committee
is know as ETSI ITS-G5 [6]. Like the WAVE architecture,
the lowest layers of ITS-G5 are based on IEEE 802.11p,
with its own channel access and usage algorithms [7].
Unlike the WAVE standard, ITS-G5 has no support for
WSMP; instead it uses multi-hop geographical routing.
Moreover, the standard did not specify support for WAVE
Service Advertisement (WSA), which is used for service
announcements in WAVE architecture.
These standardization efforts have created a great deal
of opportunities for the deployment of a large number of
applications. Broadly speaking, these applications are
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divided into two categories: safety and non-safety
applications. Safety applications would ensure safety of lives
and properties on the roads, by reducing accidents. On the
other hand, the non-safety applications would make the
travelling experience, for both the drivers and passengers,
more enjoyable, by providing access to a large number of
services. In this paper, we tackle the challenge of near-by
roadside services advertisement and means to discover them
by the travelers.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives an overview of the related work. Section III presents
our system model. A motivational scenario is provided in
Section IV. The different phases of OSDP are briefly
discussed in Section V. Experimental setup is explained in
Section VI. Results and Discussions are presented in Section
VII. Section VIII concludes this paper, with some future
directions.
II.

RELATED WORK

In order to promote business and reach a maximum
number of customers, the Business Managers (for instance:
gas stations, restaurants, hotels, parking lots, bars,
supermarkets, etc.) alongside the roads and highways would
need a mechanism to advertise their services using a third
party broker. Moreover, travellers (drivers, passengers)
would need an efficient and cost effective way to discover
those services during their trips. To address the issue,
different studies regarding service discovery in VANETs
have been conducted.
In [8], the authors studied the problem of providing
information about the traffic and road conditions to the
drivers. To address the problem, they offered an application
layer, location based protocol called Vehicular Information
Transfer Protocol (VITP). The vehicle requesting the service
sends a query towards the target region using multi-hop
transmission. Once the query is received by a vehicle inside
the targeted area, it is resolved by the peers and the response
is sent back towards the source region, where it is broadcast
by the underlying network protocol. However, their protocol
is not capable of dealing with dense traffic scenarios and
large number of requests.
An Address Based Service Resolution Protocol
(ABSRP) was proposed in [9]. The authors used IEEE
802.11a wireless interfaces for communication, and IP
addresses for RSUs. The RSUs were interconnected using
the Internet as a backbone. Vehicles need to be associated
with a RSU each time they enter into its range. To locate a
near-by service, the vehicle sends a query to its leader RSU
(the one with which it is currently associated). If the service
is not present at the current RSU, the request is forwarded to
the next RSU using its IP addresses by Internet connection.
The weakness of their solution is the time spent in the
association process between the vehicle and the RSU,
followed by granting access to the Internet, which make the
communication ineffective.
An Internet-centric architecture for VANETs was
suggested in [10]. The architecture consists of three main
components: Roadside Gateways (RGs), Roadside Routers
(RRs) and Road Vehicles (RVs). The RRs were connected
using heterogeneous backbone network. A hybrid (proactive
and reactive) service discovery protocol was proposed. There
was no direct V2V communication for service discovery.
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Instead, the RRs collect and store advertisements from
advertising vehicles, in the service information table. A
vehicle requiring service sends a query to a near-by RR. If
the service is present in the information table, the RR replies.
Otherwise, the query is forwarded to the appropriate RR,
using network layer routing. They also described a proof of
concept, in order to verify the accuracy, completeness and
correctness of the proposed algorithm. However, they left the
simulations to validate the findings, for future work.
In [11], the authors presented two Location-based
Vehicular Service Discovery Protocols (LocVSDP): election
based-LocVSDP and naive-LocVSDP. Their scheme
operates in four phases: advertisement of services,
propagation of requests, election for the leader and service
response. The driver sends a query to the neighbour
Roadside Router (RR), in the Region of Interest (RI). The
RR separates the service information from routing
information, and sends the request to other RR, if required. A
leader, inside each RI, is selected by using an election
process, which is responsible for generating service reply
and its propagation to the driver. The disadvantage of this
approach is that the election phase is executed for each
service query, which leads to high overhead and degrades the
overall performance.
In a recent study in [12], the authors addressed the
problem of providing location based service information to
the travellers by proposing an Opportunistic Service
Discovery Protocol (OSDP). Their solution is based on
layer-2 and makes use of beacons for service advertisement
and discovery. However, they did not performed simulation
studies to evaluate the performance of their protocol; instead
they carried out real experiments using five Access Points
(APs), built with IEEE 802.11a interfaces.
The main objectives of this work are: a) to evaluate the
performance of OSDP, presented in [12], by performing an
extensive set of simulations; b) to extend the service
discovery phase of OSDP. This study is different from the
above mentioned proposals in numerous ways. First, we
implemented our solution on top of WAVE protocol stack
(i.e., IEEE 802.11p, 1609.4, and WSMP standards). Second,
our solution does not rely on the Internet for resolving
queries and responses. Like OSDP, we make use of beacons
for service advertisements and discovery. Finally, we present
the simulation scenario in a way that the results could be
used by users for designing new business models. We
performed simulation studies in order to evaluate the
performance of OSDP under different traffic scenarios. For
V2I communications, we increased the number of services,
advertised by RSUs, while for V2V communications, we
change the vehicle densities.
III.

SYSTEM MODELLING

In this section, we discuss the main entities and
messages of our system.
A. System Entities
Following are the main entities of our system.
1)

Business Manager (BM)
Business Manager (BM) is an entity, e.g., restaurant,
hotel, gas station, coffee shop, supermarket, etc., interested
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in advertising its services to the travellers. The offered
services would include: food menu, price list, special offers,
discount on products and available facilities.
2)

The Broker
The broker is a third party entity, which would be in
charge of feeding one or more RSUs in the neighbourhood of
the BM premises, accordingly with a Service Level
Agreement (SLA). The SLA would include: number of RSUs
to broadcast the advertisement packet, frequency of
advertisement packet, distance of the premises from which
the packets will be advertised, time and day of the week etc.
The BM would register their services with the broker, using
Internet connections.
3)

Road Side Unit (RSU)
RSUs are fixed entities, which are installed at fixed
locations along the roads and highways. These RSUs would
be administered by the brokers, eventually in association
with the roads or highways managers. In order to reach a
maximum number of customers, the RSU broadcast the
registered services –as per SLA details– using push-based
strategy.
4)

On Board Unit (OBU)
The OBU is an important entity, installed in each
vehicle, with storage and processing capabilities. When a
vehicle enters in the coverage area of RSU, it starts receiving
service advertisement packets, using V2I communications.
Those packets are cached for a specific amount of time or a
certain distance. BM could make special agreement, such as
promotions and incentives, in order to stimulate the vehicles
to carry their advertisement packets in their caches and,
hence, to be able to transmit to other cars opportunistically.
Additionally, the OBUs would send and receive
query/response messages in V2V communications, using
IEEE 802.11p based wireless interface.
B. System Messages
In this subsection, we discuss the messages of our
proposed system.

3)

Response Packets
When a vehicle receive a query packet, it will search its
local cache for the required service. If one or more services
are found, the vehicle would broadcast the response
message. For this work, we assumed that all neighbour
vehicles –receiving queries– already have the requested
services inside their caches.
IV.

MOTIVATIONAL SCENARIO

In this section, we explain our system model by
assuming a motivational highway scenario with two lanes
on each side. The scenario is depicted in Figure 1. Vehicles
enter into the scenario from two different origins. Four
RSUs are deployed, on both sides of the roads. RSUs are
interconnected using Internet as a backbone. We assume that
all RSUs and vehicles are equipped with WAVE devices and
IEEE 802.11p based wireless interfaces. Additionally, each
vehicle has a built-in Global Positioning System (GPS)
device and an OBU, with storage and processing
capabilities. Each RSU will broadcast advertisement packets
on a regular interval, using beacons, and vehicles would
start receiving these advertisements packets, as soon as they
enter into the coverage area of an RSU.
Consider a vehicle v1, which has received
advertisement packets from RSU1 (gas station, coffee shop),
RSU2 (hotel, restaurant, shopping mall), RSU3 (hotel,
restaurant, shopping mall) and RSU4 (coffee shop, gas
station) respectively. v1 will store and carry all these
services information and will opportunistically forward
them to other vehicles, upon receiving a query packet. Now
suppose that vehicle v9 is interested in finding information
about a near-by gas station. First, v9 will check its own local
cache. If no such information exists, it will broadcast a
query packet towards its neighbour vehicles. In this case,
only vehicle v1 will receive the query packet.

1)

Advertisement Packets
Advertisement is a well known marketing strategy for
announcing products and services to the customers. In our
system, the BM would register their services with a broker,
via Internet for advertising them to the travellers. The
registration process is out of the scope of this work. The
RSU(s) would then broadcast advertisement packets for the
nearby passing vehicles.
2)

Query Packets
To discover a desired service, the vehicle would
broadcast a query message to the neighbour vehicle(s) using
a pull-based strategy. The query is said to be successful, if
the querying vehicle receives a response from neighbour
vehicles. Otherwise, it is unsuccessful. In our experiments,
the vehicle repeats sending the query packet every 20s.
Additionally, we use single-hop strategy to broadcast the
query packet.
Figure 1. Motivational scenario: services advertisement and discovery.
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To resolve this query, vehicle v1 will search its own
cache for gas station information. Since v1 has information
about a single gas station, it will broadcast this information
in a V2V communications, using response packet. However,
for some reasons, if v9 does not receive any response
packet, it will re-send the query packet, after some time or
distance. OSDP protocol uses the unicast approach for
sending back responses to the vehicles. We modified the
unicast approach, by allowing vehicles to broadcast the
response packet. This mechanism would allow other
neighbour vehicles to receive advertisement packets without
making queries for them.
V.

OSDP PHASES

In this section, we emphasize the main points of OSDP
phases. For a detailed description about phases, its operations
and message formats, we refer the readers to [12]. It is
important to note, that we use single hop communication
mechanism in this work for the implementation of all the
phases.
A. Advertisement Phase
This phase refers to the periodical broadcast of
advertisements by RSUs, at regular intervals, in a V2I
communication scenario. These advertisements contain
necessary information about the services (for example:
location, name of the service and its descriptions etc.). In our
work, we utilize the SCH (Channel No. 174) of IEEE
802.11p protocol, for broadcasting our packets.
B. Caching Phase
In this phase, the vehicle stores the received
advertisements packets in its cache. However, if the service
is already present in the cache, it is simply ignored by the
vehicle. The main objective behind caching approach is to
forward advertisements information, opportunistically, to the
querying vehicles, upon requests. We used store-carryforward mechanism for this phase.
C. Querying Phase
The purpose of this phase is to discover the services by
querying the near-by vehicles in a V2V communication
scenario. The vehicle interested in finding a service sends a
query message towards the neighbour vehicles. Upon
receiving the query, the vehicles check their local caches and
if at-least one service is found, it will send towards the
requesting vehicle, using broadcast.
VI.

SIMULATION SETUP

The aim of this section is to present the simulation tools
and parameters selected for this work.
A. Simulation Tools
The main purpose of this work is to evaluate the
performance of OSDP and elaborate its capabilities, under
different traffic densities. To achieve this goal, we carried
out extensive experiments with different set of parameters.
Nowadays, a large number of simulation tools –ranging
from open source to commercial products– are available,
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therefore, an important aspect of performing VANET
simulations is to be cautious in the selection of the
appropriate simulator tool. A comprehensive survey about
current simulators, their capabilities and approaches is
provided in [13].
The first step required to perform VANET simulations,
is to use a realistic mobility simulator. Mobility simulator is
responsible for defining road networks and generate traffic
flows. We used Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) [14],
a well known microscopic and open source mobility
simulator. After defining road network and traffic flows, the
next important step is to enable the vehicles to talk to each
other and road side infrastructure. This is achieved by using
a network simulator. We used an object-oriented modular
discrete event network simulation framework called
Objective Modular Network Testbed in C++ (OMNET++)
[15]. OMNET++ represents each vehicle as a node inside
the network and allows communication among these nodes.
Finally, in order to bridge the gap between the two worlds
(SUMO and OMENT++), we used an open source bidirectional simulation framework called Vehicles in
Network Simulation (Veins) [16]. Veins couples SUMO
with OMNET++ using Traffic Control Interface (TraCI)
[17]. Veins already implements WAVE protocol stacks. It is
mostly noticeable for IEEE 802.11p, IEEE 1609.4 multichannel operation and comprehensive MAC and PHY layers
models. We implemented the OSDP protocol on top of
WSMP and IEEE 802.11p.
B. Simulation Parameters
We defined the traffic parameters inside SUMO. One of
the most important parameter is vehicle velocity. In our
experiments, we used constant velocity of 120km/h for all
vehicles. We performed our experiments using a highway of
140km, with multiple lanes on both sides. Additionally, we
deployed a maximum of 7 RSUs (Section-VII A for details)
along roadsides, for advertising the services. Vehicles were
injected into the scenario from two different origins, with a
fixed interval of 1.6s for the first experiment and 40s for the
second experiment.
TABLE I.

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter

Value

Wireless medium

IEEE 802.11p

Transmission rate

6 Mbps

Transmission power

33 dBm

Message type

WSMP data

Channel bandwidth

10 MHz

Beacon generation rate

1 Hz

Frequency band

5.9 GHz

Radio propagation model

Simple path loss model [18]

Simulation Time

Experiment 1: 250 s
Experiment 2: 4200 s
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The parameters we used for our network simulator, are
summarized in the Table 1.
VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This section discusses the results we obtained from our
simulations. Based on the OSDP phases (Section-V), we
divided our experiments into two parts.
A. Evaluation of Advertisement Packets
In this experiment, we tested the first two phases
(advertisement and caching) of OSDP in a V2I
communication scenario (see Figure 2). We measured the
success rate of advertisements packets received by vehicles,
in a given inter-contact time. Success rate refers to the total
number of received advertisement packets by the total
number of delivered packets. An inter-contact time refers to
the duration in which a vehicle continues to receive
advertisement packets from an RSU, inside its coverage
area. As soon as the inter-contact time expires, the vehicle
stops receiving advertisements. We considered the same
inter-contact times (ranging from 0.2s to 2.0s) used by
OSDP. We control the inter-contact time by simTime()
function of OMNET++. Similar to OSDP, we increased the
density of RSUs, offering the services, from 1 RSU to 7
RSUs.
Each RSU broadcasts a single advertisement packet per
second. In OSDP, all APs (which emulate RSUs) were
deployed in the same location, therefore, we followed the
same setup for the deployment of RSUs in our experiment.
To achieve more reliable results, we calculated the average
of samples collected from 100 vehicles, for each intercontact time.
Figure 3 shows the success rate of advertisement
packets received by vehicle in relation with inter-contact
time. In general, the success rate increases as the intercontact time increases. In case of a single service offered by
an RSU, inter-contact time of 1s seems to be sufficient, for a
vehicle to successfully receive the advertisement packets. It
could also be observed that inter-contact time of 0.8s is
enough for a vehicle to receive at-least 50% of the offered
services, by at-most 7 RSUs. Moreover, the success rate
decrease as the number of offered services increase. The
reason of this performance degradation is likely due to
packet collision at the MAC layer.

Figure 3. Success rate of service advertisements received by vehicles
from RSUs (ranging from 1 to 7), under different inter-contact times.

B. Evaluation of Query and Response Packets
In this experiment, we tested the third phase (service
discovery) of OSDP, using V2V communications among
vehicles (see Figure 4). We divided our experiment into two
sub-categories. In the first experiment, we evaluated the
performance of service discovery by changing the number
of vehicles responding to the query packet. While in the
second experiment, we changed the number of vehicles
querying for services.
i) Evaluation of Response Packets
In this experiment, a single vehicle would query its
neighbour vehicles for a required service. We increased the
density of neighbour vehicles responding to the query
packet, from 1 vehicle to 21 vehicles. Like OSDP, we
assumed that all neighbour vehicles have already received
and stored the required service in their local caches. Success
rate in this case, refers to the total number of received
response packets by the total number of neighbour vehicles
in that region. Vehicle density means, total number of
neighbour vehicles inside the coverage range of querying
vehicle.

Figure 4. Vehicles querying for/responding to services.
Figure 2. RSU broadcasting service advertisements .
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To achieve more reliable results, we calculated the
average of samples collected from 100 vehicles for each
density. In OSDP, neighbour vehicle send back the response
message in a unicast manner. We amended the unicast mode
and permitted vehicles to broadcast the response packets.
An important conclusion of OSDP was that intercontact time does not effect the success rate. Therefore, we
consider constant inter-contact time of 0.2s, for all vehicle
densities.
Figure 5 depicts that the success rate of response
packets is highly dependent on the vehicle density, in a V2V
communication scenario. It could be observed that, the
success rate is 100%, for traffic densities of up-to 9
vehicles. However, the performance degrades to 50%, as
soon as the traffic density reaches 21 vehicles. The reason
behind this degradation in performance is due to the attempt
made by vehicles to access the channel at the same time.
ii) Evaluation of Query Packets
In this experiment, we extend the OSDP by increasing
the traffic density, querying for services from 1 vehicle to 21
vehicles. We consider only a single neighbour vehicle to
respond to those query packets. We made the assumption
that, all the vehicles are interested to search for the same
service. The performance evaluation is depicted in Figure 6.
It could be observed that, it is difficult to achieve 100%
success rate, even in case of small traffic density (e.g., 3
vehicles). The success rate is 50% up-to traffic density of 7
vehicles. Performance further decreases, as the number of
vehicles asking for services increases, and it reaches 10%
for traffic density of 21 vehicles. We observed a speedy
performance degradation in this experiment (as compared to
the previous one), because in this case, only a single vehicle
is trying to resolve the query packets of different vehicles.

Figure 5. Success rate of received messages with varying number of
responding vehicles.
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Figure 6. Success rate of received messages with varying number of
querying vehicles.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we addressed the problem of roadside
services advertisement and discovery in VANET, by
implementing OSDP –a recent beaconing based
opportunistic service discovery protocol– on top of IEEE
802.11p and WSMP standards, and performed extensive
simulations using SUMO, OMNET++ and Veins simulators.
To evaluate the performance, we conducted two different set
of experiments, under different traffic densities and intercontact time. In the first experiment, we evaluated the
performance of advertisement packets by RSUs in V2I
communication scenario. In the second set of experiments,
we evaluated the performance of service discovery in V2V
communication scenario. We also extended OSDP, by
changing the number of vehicles, querying for services. The
results conclude that the success rate of service
advertisements decreases as the number of offered services,
by an RSU, increases. Moreover, success rate of response
packets is highly dependent on vehicle densities. The model
suggests that the system can be used to simulate several
business models, including number of advertisement points,
their distances to the business's premises, duration that the
packets are stored in the cache, etc.
Presently, we are evaluating the performance of OSDP
using more sophisticated path loss models (e.g., Obstacle
Shadowing, Two Ray Interference) and Quality of service
(QoS) parameters, for more realistic and congested traffic
scenarios. As a future work, we would study the security
and privacy aspects of OSDP. We also intend to implement
OSDP using Named Data Networking (NDN, aka ContentCentric Networking - CCN), for interest based service
discovery. We would like to extend OSDP operations to
Vehicular Social Network (VSN).
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Abstract—Secure vehicular communication has been discussed
over a long period of time. Now,- this technology is implemented
in different Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) projects in
europe. In most of these projects a suitable Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) for a secure communication between involved
entities in a Vehicular Ad hoc Network (VANET) is needed. A first
proposal for a PKI architecture for Intelligent Vehicular Systems
(IVS PKI) is given by the car2car communication consortium.
This architecture however mainly deals with inter vehicular communication and is less focused on the needs of Road Side Units.
Here, we propose a multi-domain PKI architecture for Intelligent
Transportation Systems, which considers the necessities of road
infrastructure authorities and vehicle manufacturers, today. The
PKI domains are cryptographically linked based on local trust
lists. In addition, a crypto agility concept is suggested, which takes
adaptation of key length and cryptographic algorithms during
PKI operation into account.
Keywords–Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs), Vehicle-toVehicle Communication (V2V), Vehicle-to-Infrastructure Communication (V2I), Secure Intelligent Transport Systems, Public Key
Infrastructures

I. I NTRODUCTION
Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure
communication (V2I) (consolidated V2X) has been discussed
intensively in recent years. To specify use cases and prepare all the necessary standardizations for V2V and V2I
communication, the Car2Car Communication Consortium was
initiated by European vehicle manufacturers and supported by
equipment suppliers, research organisations and other partners
[1]. The results of the technical discussions are a collection
of ETSI (European Telecommunications Standard Institute)
standards. The first milestone in applying this technology in
a realistic setting was the SimTD project with more than
100 vehicles equipped with V2V communication technology
in the Frankfurt area in Germany in 2012 and 2013, see
[2]. In a next step, the V2X technology will be deployed
in large scale intelligent mobility infrastructure projects, for
example SCOOP@F [3] in France and the ITS corridor, a
joint Intelligent Transportation System (C-ITS) cooperation
between Austria, Germany and the Netherlands [4]. In the
C-ITS project Roads Work Warning Trailers are equipped
with a digital Road Works Warning Gateway (RWWG) to
communicate with the bypassing vehicles. This projects mark
only the very beginning of ITS technology deployment in
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Europe. Further plans are already mentioned: the integration of
V2X gateways in roadside emergency telephones, sign gantries
etc.
The wireless communication technology for cooperative
V2V and V2X communication is based on the IEEE 802.11p
standard. For this, a frequency spectrum in the 5.9 GHz range
has been allocated on a harmonized basis in Europe in line
with similar allocations in US. The neccessary specification
and standardization is sone by the ETSI. This includes the
security standardization as well [5].
According to these standards messages transmitted by vehicles or RSUs shall be digitally signed to guarantee integrity and
authenticity. In order to authenticate the corresponding keys
a suitable PKI has to be established. A number of practical
considerations has to be taken into account when designing
such a PKI.
•

Many different stakeholders like vehicle manufacturers, transportation infrastructure authorities etc. participate in ITS, especially in multi-national (e.g. European) systems. The PKI should provide flexibility to
support different operators managing the vehicles and
RSUs in their respective responsibilities.

•

Requirements on cryptographic algorithms, domain
parameters, key lengths etc. may change over time
due to new weaknesses, new attacks or the increase
of computer performance. In general, this means that a
PKI needs a concept to switch to a new cryptographic
setting during its (possibly long) lifetime.

•

Revocation of certificates may turn out to be challenging in complex ITS scenarios. A simple mechanism
for revoking signing rights should be used.

In this paper, we introduce a multi-domain PKI for ITS
based on Local Trust Lists (LTL). This concept considers
a IVS PKI domain and different ITS PKI domains. A ITS
PKI domain is slightly different to the IVS PKI proposed
by the Car2Car Communication Consortium [6]. First, our
approach guarantees that the infrastructure components (Road
Side Units (RSU)) remain under control of the particular
infrastructure authority. Second, the ITS PKI is interoperable
with the IVS PKI for the vehicles. This ITS PKI consists of
two parts: a Long Term Certification Authority (LT-CA) for
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the identification of RSU gateways and a credential CA (CCA) for issuing credential certificates to RSU gateways. With
the C-CA we take the hostile environment of RSU gateways
into account. We assume that attackers are able to manipulate
the RSUs like roadside emergency telephone gateways, sign
gantry gateways etc. physically. A PKI can not prevent such
kind of attacks, but mitigate their effects to a certain degree.
Our ITS PKI proposal supports cryptographic agility in the
sense that modifications of cryptographic keys and algorithms
during lifetime of the PKI are possible.
Finally, we derive necessary modifications of the existing
ETSI certificate format [5] to be compatible to our concept
because concepts for the delegation of rights and a crypto
agility approach are missing to date. Here, we address only
modifications to the ETSI certificate format, which are motivated from an infrastructure perspective. Within this paper we
do not analyze the pseudonym concept in depth, which is proposed to assure sender anonymity and message unlinkability
for vehicles. (We briefly present this concept in chapter III-B.)
The following sections of this paper are organized as
follows: Section II is a description of related work. Section III
provides a brief overview of the secure V2V communication
specified in the according ETSI standards. Also, the suggested
PKI architecture for Intelligent Vehicle Systems, specified in
[6], is described. Here, we state the problems if this IVS PKI
is used for issuing certificates for ITS RSU gateways, too.
In the next Section IV, the multi-domain PKI and ITS PKI
concept for RSU gateways and the crypto agility proposal are
introduced. Section V briefly addresses security requirements
for RSU gateways. Finally, in Section VI we summarize our
results.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Security and privacy issues in Vehicular Ad hoc Networks
(VANETs) are addressed in a lot of research papers. A detailed
overview of attacks in VANETs is given by Ghassan Samara
et al. in [7]. Di Ma and Gene Tsusik give an overview about
security and privacy in emerging wireless networks including
VANETs. Overall, a good overview concerning security and
privacy in V2X communication can be found in [8]. A detailed
analysis of privacy requirements and a comparison with the
security requirements in VANETs is given in [9]. Beside that,
further security and privacy concepts are presented [10], [11],
[12], [13], and [14].
Different trust models for multi-domain PKIs are described
in general in [15], [16]. Here, we will follow the naming
convention of [16]. It distinguishes between End Entities (EE),
that are subject of a certificate (vehicle or RSU gateway),
Certification Authorities (CAs), that issue certificates, and
root CAs, which are on top of a hierarchy of CAs. In [6]
Norbert Bissmeyer et al. suggest a generic PKI for securing
V2X communication. The car2car communication consortium
adopted this proposal. We outline this IVS PKI in Section III.
III. B RIEF OVERVIEW S ECURE V2X C OMMUNICATION
A. Communication
In the ETSI ITS architecture [17] two different message
types are defined. Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAMs)
are broadcasted periodically with a maximum packet generation rate of 10 Hz. Based on received CAM messages, vehicles
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Figure 1. Examplary message format of DENM. The DENM consists of a
header, different data containers, e.g., the management container, a signature
and the appropriate certificate.

can calculate a local dynamic map of their environment. It is
not planned to forward CAM messages hop-to-hop. In contrast,
the second message type, Dezentralized Environmental Notification Messages (DENMs) , are event-driven and indicate
a specific safety situation, e.g., road works warning (from
a RSU gateway) or a damaged vehicle warning (from an
IVS gateway). DENM messages can be transmitted hop-byhop. RWWGs in the C-ITS project transmit DENM messages.
Figure 1 illustrates the structure of the DENM message format.
For road sign and traffic light gateways etc. new message
formats have still to be specified in future.
B. Security and Privacy Architecture for Secure V2X Communication
To guarantee message integrity and authenticity, all CAM
and DENM messages are signed with the cryptographic signature algorithm ECDSA by the sender. Due to privacy requirements (sender anonymity and message unlinkability), the
messages are signed using pseudonymous certificates where
the used keys and certificates are changed periodically. Therefore, a vehicular gateway has a set of N valid pseudonymous
certificates for a period of time. The set size N and the
pseudonym change frequency are not specified and can be
chosen by the vehicle manufacturer. A Pseudonymous Certification Authority (PCA) is responsible for the issuing of
pseudonymous certificates Pcert1 . . . PcertN to the vehicles.
Vehicular pseudonymous certificates Pcert can not be revoked.
Pseudonymous certificates will only be issued to authenticated
vehicles.
To identify a valid vehicle, each vehicular gateway is
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Figure 2. IVS PKI architecture promoted by the car2car communication
consortium for Intelligent Vehicular Systems. This PKI consists of the Root
Certification Authority (IVS-RCA), the Long Term Certification Authority
(LTCA) and the Pseudonym Certification Authority (PCA)

equipped with a long term key pair and a corresponding vehicular long term certificate LTcert for authentication purposes.
A key pair and the according long term certificate LTcert are
issued to a vehicle at the beginning of the vehicle’s lifetime.
The issuing process of long term certificates is performed
by the Long Term Certification Authority (LTCA). Validity
periods of the LTcert and the Pcert are not specified to date.
PCA and LTCA operate under a root CA called Intelligent Vehicle System root CA (IVS-RCA). To date, following
revocation operations are provided: revocation of a LTCAand PCA certification authority certificate and revocation of
vehicular long term certificates LTcert . The architecture of the
IVS PKI domain is shown in Figure 2.
Long term certificates and pseudonymous certificates are
implemented based on the new ETSI certificate format [5].
This certificate format was designed for the automotive domain
and is still not widely applied yet. Primary design principle
is shortness of the certificate format due to the necessary
transmission over the wireless IEEE 802.11p channel.
C. Using the IVS PKI for Road Side Units
The IVS PKI domain shown in Figure 2 is proposed by the
car2car consortium for issuing certificates to RSU gateways as
well. However, security and privacy requirements for vehicles
and infrastructure components are not necessarily identical. In
contrast to vehicles, RSUs (road work warning, traffic light,
...) do not involve persons during operation comparable to a
motorist. Usually they operate without any human supervision.
That is the reason that from our point of view, RSU gateways
do not have to regard any active privacy concerns. As consequence, RSU gateways do not really need a set of valid
pseudonymous certificates at each time. Instead, we propose
that RSU gateways need only one Credential Certificate with a
specific subject name adressing the RSU for each time frame.
Due to security considerations for RSU gateways, see Section
V, the validity period of credential certificates should be rather
short.
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Moreover, arising security weaknesses of the used security
technology may be asessed differently by vehicle manufacturers on the one side and an infrastructure authority on the other
side. However, the rules of operation for a PKI domain are
defined in a single PKI policy, which will be specified by the
root certification authority. For this reason, we propose a multidomain PKI architecture: individual ITS PKIs under control of
infrastructure autorities and an IVS PKI under control of the
vehicle manufacturers, which are cryptographically linked to
each other based on LTLs. So, each individual PKI domain can
specify its own PKI policy for their specific needs. In addition,
this multi-domain PKI architecture ensures that RSU unit
gateways remain under control of the particular infrastructure
authority.
The concept of a multi-domain PKI architecture without
any superior root CA is not new and already mentioned in [16].
It has been applied globally for electronic passports for many
years. Here, any country operates its own root certification
authority and has its own local trust list. The different national
root certification authorities are cryptographically linked based
on local trust lists. This concept works quite well and seems to
be a good architecture approach for intelligent transportation
systems, too. The benefit of this approach is the possibility to
configure PKI domains as needed. A drawback of the multidomain PKI concept based on local trust list is that each
PKI domain has to securely mange is own LTL. More details
concerning this issue can be found in Section IV-C.
IV. ITS PKI C ONCEPT
A. Role of Credential Certificates for Road Side Units
The primary use case for RSU gateways is the transmission of information, e.g., as DENM message to the vehicles
using the wireless IEEE 802.11p channel. Due to integrity
and authenticity reasons, these messages have to be signed.
Therefore, the RSU gateways need specific keys and according
certificates. RSUs do not have to regard any privacy concerns,
as explained in Section III-C. Technically, this means that
RSU gateways do not have to have pseudonymous keys and
certificates. Instead, we propose that RSU gateways have only
one valid credential key pair and one corresponding credential
certificate at each time. Only in the transition phase between
two certificate validity periods a RSU gateway has two valid
credential certificates CcertN −1 and CcertN .
The RSU gateway should be implemented in such a way
that it acts in his designated role and transmits DENM messages only if it owns a valid credential certificate. By this a
possible misuse of RSU gateways is made more difficult.
B. ITS PKI Architecture
As mentioned above, we propose that RSUs have only one
credential key pair and one corresponding credential certificate
Ccert at each time. The secret key corresponding to such
a Ccert is used for signing RSU gateway messages, e.g.,
DENM messages. For this reason, these certificates have to be
implemented according to the ETSI certificate format. Since
it is technically challenging to distribute certificate revocation
lists (CRLs) to vehicles in time, credential certificates should
have a short validity period, for example one day. Thereby
implicit revocation of Ccert becomes possible by not issuing
new credential certificates to RSU gateways. The exact validity
period of credential certificates have to be specified according
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to a detailed risk assessment concerning the addressed RSU
type. For example RWWG are deployed for road works sites
which usually are established for one or two days. It may
be good practice then to issue a credential certificate with a
validity period of a few days to a RWWG shortly before it is
deployed.
For authentication purposes, e.g., to obtain credential certificates (for example on a daily basis) an infrastructure component requires a long term identification certificate LTcert .
These long term certificates LTcert are issued by Long Term
Certificate Authority (LT-CAs) during the enrolment of the
RSU gateway. A long term certificate LTcert is used within a
certificate request for credential certificates towards the C-CA.
We suggest that the credential key pair is generated within
the secure element of the RSU gateway and the credential
certificate is only issued after mutual authentication of RSU
gateway and C-CA and only if the LTcert of the RSU gateway
is not revoked. Therefore, the LT-CA has to provide a CRL
for revoked long term certificates LTcert .
A LTcert is only visible inside the ITS PKI and is not
transmitted to vehicles. In particular, it is not communicated
over the IEEE 802.11p channel. For this reason, we suggest
to implement the ITS LTcert according to the X.509 v3 certificate profile. This profile is widely applied and provides all
necessary certificate services like time stamping, issuing CRLs
etc. The validity period of a LTcert should be at the order of
years, e.g., five to six years for RSU gateways like RWWGs.
As a rule, 5 to 6 years seems to be reasonable concerning
useable cryptography or hardware security vulnerabilities. Due
to different certificate issuing policies and certificate formats
the LT-CAs and the C-CAs are attached to different root
certification authorities, which are termed LT-RCA and C-RCA
respectively.

Figure 3. ITS PKI domain architecture. An ITS PKI domain consists of a
LT-CA for issuing long term certificates LTcert and a C-CA for issuing
credential certificates Ccert .

Due to the long validity periods of long term certificates,
certificate revocation, implemented as CRL according X.509
v3, is suggested. Once a long term certificate is revoked, no
credential certificates are issued to the RSU gateway any more.
Due to the short validity period of credential certificates
of RSU gateways, the RSU gateways require an online communication channel, e.g., via GSM to receive new credential
certificates.
Figure 4. Certificate shell model. The validity period of a certificate is within
the validity period of the issuing Certification Authority. E.g., the validity
period of CA LTcert 1 is within the validity period of RCA LTcert 1

C. Crypto Agility
Figure 4 shows how the validity periods of the certificates
within the ITS PKI domain relate to each other. The validity
periods follow the shell model, i.e. the validity periods of
certificates are enclosed in the validity periods of superior
certificates.
1)

2)

A certificate of a CA is in one of three states: active,
passive or expired. After generation of a key pair
the according certificate is in state active. Over time
the certificate state changes from active to passive to
expired.
A certificate in state active is used for issuing certificates to subordinate CAs or RSU gateways.
• Assume that a LT-RCA root key pair (secret
key: RCA LT SK 1 , public key: RCA LTP K 1 )
is generated at time 0 of Figure 4. The
secret key RCA LT SK 1 is used to sign
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•
•

and issue a self-certified LT-RCA certificate RCA LTcert 1 , first. The certificate
RCA
LTcert 1 is in state active.
The secret key RCA LT SK 1 is used to sign
CA certificates: CA LTcert 1 and CA LTcert 2 .
The certificate RCA LTcert 1 switches to state
passive at time point I when the next root
key pair (secret key: RCA LT SK 2 , public
key: RCA LTP K 2 ) and according certificate
RCA
LTcert 2 are issued. Now, the certificate
RCA
LTcert 2 is in state active. A certificate
in state passive is not used to issue certificates any longer. However it is still needed to
verify already issued subordinate certificates.
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3)

At time point II certificate RCA LTcert 1 expires.
Certificate RCA LTcert 2 is termed Link Certificate
because it is signed with the former LT-RCA secret
key RCA LT SK 1 .

Over long lifetimes the requirements for cryptographic
mechanisms are changing. This has implications for the cryptographic mechanisms applied within the PKI domain, too. The
cryptographic setting of the PKI has to be adapted according
to current cryptographic requirements. All CAs in a PKI have
to follow the rules and instructions of the root CA. Therefore,
changes of a cryptographic setting for a whole ITS PKI are
prescribed by the root certification authority LT-RCA or CRCA.
Changes to the following components are conceivable:
1)
2)
3)

Elliptic Curve Domain Parameter (e.g., because
longer key lengths are necessary)
Hash algorithm (e.g., due to new hash collision
problems)
Signature algorithm (e.g., due to weaknesses in the
used signature algorithm).

We suggest to implement a new PKI crypto setting by
means of a link certificate, assuming that the certificate format
allows the specification of cryptographic parameters. Obviously, modifications can only be applied if the infrastructure
components are technically able to perform the new algorithms.
The validity period of a LTcert and a Ccert differ a lot. A
LTcert has a validity period of several years, whereas a Ccert
has a validity period of few days at most. If the issuing PKIs
C-CA and ITS-C-RCA have similar short validity periods with
respect to the shell model, the cryptographic settings between
LTcert and Ccert can differ. In particular, shorter keys can
be used for signing Ccert towards signing a LTcert . Today,
the ETSI certificate format only provides the NIST Elliptic
Curve Domain Parameter P-256 [18] with 256 bits long secret
keys. This key length is sufficient for the very near future. It
is however highly probable that longer key length have to be
used for long term certificates LTcert in future.
D. Secure Trust Establishment between PKI domains
An examplary architecture of a multi-domain PKI with
three PKI domains (ITS I, IVS and ITS II) is shown in Figure
5. In our example there is only one IVS domain with the
IVS-RCA to issue certificates for vehicles managed by the
vehicle manufacturers and two separate ITS domains ITS I and
ITS II with the root CAs C-RCA I and C-RCA II managed
by different infrastructure authorities. These two ITS domains
issue credential certificates to RSU gateways in their respective
domain. Now trust relations between the different PKI domains
have to be established somehow. This can be accomplished by
securely exchanging self-signed certificates of the respective
root CAs of the PKI domains. Each root CA maintains a LTL
containing the certificates of the root CAs of the other domains
it trusts. The LTL of a PKI domain is signed (for authentication
reasons) and issued to all members of the domain by the root
CA, e.g., C-RCA I manages the LTL for the ITS I domain.
Each PKI domain can individually define the needed rules that
are sufficient to trust a separate PKI domain.
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Figure 5. Examplary multi-domain PKI architecture with one IVS domain
and two ITS domains: ITS I and ITS II.

To verify the authenticity of RSU gateway DENM messages in our examplary architecture, the vehicles have to
know the root PKI certificates of the PKI domains ITS I
and ITS II: C−RCA I Ccert 1 and C−RCA II Ccert 1 . If the
IVS PKI domain trusts in the ITS I and ITS II PKI domains
the certificates C−RCA I Ccert 1 and C−RCA II Ccert 1 are
elements of the LTL of the IVS PKI domain. If a LTL of a PKI
domain is changed all entities of the PKI domain (subordinate
CAs and EEs) have to know this information. A time-critical
situation arises when one specific PKI domain, e.g., the ITS I
PKI domain loses trust and has to be removed from the LTL
of the IVS PKI domain. In this case all affected entities in the
IVS PKI domain have to update their LTL as soon as possible.
Based on the currently discussed ITS applications, trust
relations between the different ITS domains, here ITS I and
ITS II, are not really required since no messages are exchanged between these domains. In our example the LTL of
the two ITS domains just contain the RCA LTcert 1 .
E. Necessary ETSI Certificate Format Adaptations
In our paper, a multi-domain PKI based on LTLs and an
according crypto agility concept is presented. The described
mechanisms require some adaptation of the current ETSI
certificate format.
a) Elliptic curve cryptography: The ETSI certificate
format regards only Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) performed on NIST domain parameters P-256. These domain
parameters have a specific structure to perform ECC calculations very fast. But this structure opens specific side channel
attacks. For example, even effective countermeasurements like
point blinding and scalar blinding of ECC implementations
are not sufficient to resist side channel attacks on NIST ECC
implementations, see [19]. Therefore, further cryptographic
ECC domain parameters (e.g., brainpool curves) should be
added [20].
b) Rights management: Fire trucks and police vehicles
need specific rights during action. These rights have to be
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coded within certificates, too. But only qualified CAs may
issue these kind of certificates. The ETSI rights management
concept should be enhanced in a sense that a subordinate CA
can only assign restricted rights to issued certificates.
c) Link certificate: The ETSI certificate has to support
link certificates to support crypto agility.
To date, ECDSA is specified as signature algorithm.
ECDSA is an appendix signature. Because all entities (vehicles
and RSU gateways) share only one wireless communication
channel (IEEE 802.11p) it is important to restrict the length
of CAMs and DENMs to avoid message collisions on the
wireless IEEE 802.p channel at best. An alternative to appendix
signatures are signatures with message recovery. For elliptic
curve cryptography, e.g., Abes signature scheme with message
recovery is applicable, see [21].
V.

S ECURITY R EQUIREMENTS FOR RSU G ATEWAYS

RSU gateways operate in a potentially hostile environment.
Attackers are able to physically manipulate these RSUs including the electronic gateway components. Also misuse of
RSU gateways can not be excluded. First, these RSU gateways
need a specific security functionality to resist active attacks
and against removal of RSU gateways. But secondly, the PKI
architecture has to appropriately regard this attack scenario
as well. The idea is that a RSU gateway only acts in its
designated role, e.g., as RWWG station, if it owns a valid
credential certificate Ccert .
Moreover, security requirements for RSU gateways should
be carefully analyzed and specified, e.g., in form of a Protection Profile (PP) according the Common Criteria.
The RSU gateways have to be satisfy following exemplary
security requirements:
1)

2)
3)

RSU gateways need a secure storage for cryptographic keys and have to be equipped with side
channel resistant implementations of cryptographic
algorithms.
RSU gateways are resistant against active attacks and
removal from the RSU.
A RSU gateway is only able to act in his designated
role if it owns a valid credential certificate.

If RSU gateways have specific resistance against active attacks
they can play an import role as separate trust anchors in a
cooperative ITS system, e.g., for implementing secure time
synchronization, distribution of CRLs etc.
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Abstract— Sharing electric vehicles among companies and
users can increase efficiency of corporate car fleets. Due to
charging times and limited ranges, high quality scheduling is
necessary to achieve a high degree of utilization and in turn
economic efficiency. Schedule optimization can help improving
a schedule regarding utilization and cost, but does not take into
account possible future bookings. If a schedule is fragmented,
no future bookings can fit in. In this work, we introduce a
measurement for the fragmentation of schedules and use it to
minimize fragmentation and in turn maximize future booking
potential. We evaluate the approach using synthetic and reallife trials, showing that fragmentation reduction can lead to
increased utilization in electric vehicle fleets.
Keywords-corporate carsharing; fragmentation; schedule
optimization; schedule management; electric vehicle fleets.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Even though electric vehicles (EVs) have been available
for some time, recent developments like the rising costs of
fossil fuels, technological progress in vehicle technology
and availability of regenerative energy make the economic
use of EVs in company car fleets more and more feasible.
The market potential is noticeable, estimated at about 1
million EVs until 2020 just for Germany and in particular
for company car fleets at 30% of newly bought cars [5]. The
drawbacks of EVs, such as the high fixed cost for vehicles
and charging infrastructures, have to be overcome by
employing high utilization. The Shared E-Fleet project [15]
researches the economic operation of shared car fleets,
making it possible even for small and medium enterprises,
which could not economically operate a fleet on their own.
Charging times and limited range are special challenges
in the context of using EVs for corporate car sharing, which
need to be taken into consideration when scheduling
vehicles and business trips. When operating at capacity, the
consequences of minor disruptions like delays or lost battery
level can affect the future schedule, as trips might not be
started on time or without sufficient charge to reach the
destination.
To reach high utilization of car fleets while minimizing
cost or ecological impact and compensating these
disruptions, continuous optimization of the schedule is used.
While regular optimization techniques can be used to
optimize a fleet schedule, e.g., regarding minimization of
emissions, possible future states are not taken into account.
These include the potential for future bookings, for which
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suitable timeslots in the schedule need to be available. If the
schedule is fragmented, i.e., trips are distributed uniformly
among vehicles, there may be no timeslot for a future
booking, even though in aggregate, enough unused time on
vehicles is available.
In this work, we describe a rating method for vehicle
schedules based on a fragmentation criterion and use it to
provide optimized schedules with minimum fragmentation,
thus ensuring maximum opportunities for future bookings.
The contribution of this work is as follows: We introduce
a fragmentation ratio, a measurement for the fragmentation
of schedules and show how it is used as part of a closed
loop optimization system.
The remainder of this work is structured as follows:
Section II describes related work. Section III describes the
schedule optimization problem. Section IV defines schedule
fragmentation in relation to concepts from memory
management. Section V presents the fragmentation rating
and the algorithm for computing it. Section VI describes an
evaluation scenario from the Shared E-Fleet project. Finally,
Section VII gives the conclusion and outlines future work.
II.

RELATED WORK

Optimization of vehicle fleets encompasses multiple
domains like routing, charging and scheduling. Different
schedule optimization algorithms exist, but do not match the
corporate car sharing scenario [13].
In our case, trips have a fixed start and end time and they
need to be distributed among a set of vehicles with the
purpose of maximizing utilization and minimizing costs.
The solution for the optimization of scheduling and
charging presented in [3] proves that the routing problem is
NP-complete. While this approach provides a solution for
charging and schedule optimization, the reaction to
disruptions and schedule fragmentation are not covered.
Several methods for a feasible solution to NP-hard
schedule optimization problems can be found in [4], but
they do not refer specifically to the shared fleet scenario.
Schedule defragmentation is a problem in other fields of
application as well. For example, [8] introduces an
algorithm for scheduling lectures to classrooms by moving
chunks from the least to the most occupied rooms. The
implementation is described in [11], defragmenting a
classroom schedule. However, compared to our work,
defragmentation is the primary and not a secondary
optimization goal. The schedule of healthcare professionals
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can be defragmented to provide maximum potential for
additional appointments by preserving large chunks of free
time, similar to how this work aims at maximizing potential
for additional bookings [9]. In a similar manner, [10]
provides a defragmentation algorithm to minimize patient
waiting times. In comparison, our scenario has additional
constraints such as vehicle range.
While the general concept can be applied to schedule
defragmentation, different consistency conditions specific to
EV use are not covered. Additionally, these static
scheduling problems do not cover frequent re-optimization,
as needs to be applied in a car fleet schedule.
III.

SCHEDULE OPTIMIZATION

In a shared car fleet, users book trips for a predefined time
and destination, starting and ending at a car fleet station,
where the vehicle can be charged. A schedule decides which
trips are performed by which vehicles. As vehicles differ in
range, cost per kilometer and emissions, there is potential for
optimization. Another goal of optimization is enabling a high
degree of utilization, which includes leaving a maximum
potential for future trips. A user books a trip in the fleet, a
specific vehicle is only assigned shortly before the trip starts,
enabling trips to be moved by optimization beforehand.
Two different algorithms are used for schedule
optimization. An alternative search algorithm searches a
feasible fit for a trip in the schedule. This algorithm is used
to check availability during booking and needs to provide
immediate answers. The other algorithm, periodic
optimization, performs a full optimization of the schedule,
potentially redistributing any future trips [12].

Figure 1 Closed loop schedule optimization scheme.

For the periodic optimization, we take into account two
main components of schedule optimization, namely the
algorithm used for optimizing the scheduling procedure and
the feedback mechanism that has the purpose to indicate the
degree of optimization or in other words the optimization
rating of a schedule. As in the case of a typical closed loop
control system [6], the optimization algorithm would be used
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as an actuator, changing the state of the schedule and the
optimization rating as the feedback responsible for providing
the necessary insight for improving the scheduling
algorithm. This article focuses on one proposed feedback
method, namely the fragmentation of a schedule.
Fragmentation reduces the possible utilization of vehicles, as
fragmented schedules offer shorter slots for future trips
during alternative search. Therefore low fragmentation is a
prerequisite for high utilization, so it is an important aspect
to be evaluated and optimized.
Figure 1 shows the closed loop system used in the
optimization process. In a closed loop configuration, the
components involved are connected in a cyclic manner,
influencing each other. Therefore, a holistic approach
towards the analysis of the system is necessary [2].
The closed loop has four main components:
Optimization algorithm – used for scheduling based on an
algorithm that is meant to optimize specific goals
Scheduler – deploys the current schedule
Fragmentation Rating – the feedback mechanism used for
comparing the old and the new schedule
Comparator – based on the feedback received from the
Fragmentation Rating component, delivers the optimum
schedule
The optimization process starts with the current schedule,
containing all current and future trips assigned temporally or
permanently to vehicles. This schedule is given to the
optimization algorithm, which after being triggered
(periodically, by an event, e.g., a delay, or by an
administrator), delivers a new schedule, using a greedy
optimization algorithm, which is described in [12]. The new
schedule and the current schedule are next given to the
fragmentation rating component, where the computation of
the rating takes place. The fragmentation rating is
implemented as a maximization function (the higher the
rating, the lower the fragmentation ratio) and the output is
given in the form of a differential rating between the new
and the current schedule. Using the provided rating, the
comparator decides between the current and the new
schedule and passes on the optimal schedule to the
scheduler. At this point, the current schedule is replaced
with the new optimized schedule (which might be the same
one, if the new schedule does not receive a better rating, as
the optimization algorithm is not fragmentation aware at the
stage covered by the article). The optimization process is
repeated every time the optimization algorithm is triggered.
IV. FRAGMENTATION OF A SCHEDULE
While the initial schedule optimization only took into
account a goal function (for either cost or emission
minimization), during model trials we noticed that high
utilization was hard to be achieved, as end-users tended to
book trips which could not be scheduled to any vehicle,
though globally enough free capacity was available. We
noticed the problem occurred when trips were evenly
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distributed between vehicles, providing many opportunities
for a future trip to overlap existing trips, therefore becoming
impossible to book without re-optimization.
Thus, we added a soft goal to our approach in the form of
the fragmentation of a schedule. Borrowing from operating
systems memory fragmentation, we applied this concept to
the area of scheduling trips among cars. In the context of
computer memory, fragmentation usually refers to storage
space that is not used efficiently, meaning we are dealing
with reduced capacity and/or performance [7]. This can lead
to different undesirable situations, one of which is not being
able to allocate memory in certain areas of the storage space.
We will now introduce the basic principles related to
memory management and fragmentation in the area of
computer systems and we will transfer them to our proposed
concept of the fragmentation of a schedule.
The dynamic memory is designed as a buffer between the
physical big storage devices (e.g., hard-disks) and the small
size but high speed memory of the processor, i.e., the cache.
Basically any application needs to allocate memory from
dynamic memory in order to run. Blocks of memory are
allocated in chunks and whenever the application does not
need such a chunk anymore, that particular space can be
freed. However, because the size of these chunks is variable,
after a while, depending on the actual memory usage of the
application, the number and the size of long continuous
regions of memory space could reduce significantly [1].
As an analogy, in order for a trip to take place, it needs to be
booked in the schedule, which means we need to allocate
that trip a time slot on a single vehicle inside the schedule
(the schedule corresponds to the dynamic memory).
In the case of memory management, we work with
allocating space chunks, while in the case of schedule
management we are dealing with allocating time chunks.
However, there is an important difference to be mentioned.
The time to be allocated in the schedule is replicated among
the vehicles available in the fleet, i.e., every vehicle has its
own timeline, parallel to the others, so a specific time
interval can be booked to any available vehicle. This is not
true in the case of memory management, where every chunk
of storage space is unique and it cannot be allocated to two
or more processes at the same time. When a trip is cancelled
for whatever reason, that specific time interval can be freed,
as in the case of memory allocation. To continue the analogy,
the time chunks allocated for trips are variable in size and
when trips get cancelled, some variably sized slots are left
unused, which can make booking longer trips harder. On the
other hand, memory management does not depend directly
on time, so the state of the memory could stay the same even
if time passes. That is not the case with schedule
management, because we are actually dealing with allocating
time and the mere passing of it determines the state of the
schedule to change along with it. For example, currently
running trips cannot be reallocated and late trips may extend
their allocated chunks, necessitating future changes.
The two main types of fragmentation related to memory
are internal and external. Internal fragmentation usually
occurs when the allocated memory (addressed in fixed size
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partitions) does not match the requested memory and the
remaining unused part is wasted, as it cannot be allocated to
other processes. External fragmentation however is
generated when variably sized partitions are used, but as
soon as some segments of memory are freed, some unusable
small gaps can appear between the occupied blocks of
memory. If we analyze the schedule management situation,
we can only have external fragmentation, because when we
allocate time for a trip, we can allocate the exact interval
needed, if the vehicle is available for booking, so we are not
bound to some fixed sized intervals, as in the case of
memory fragmentation.
Therefore, the fragmentation for a schedule is computed
using the chunks of time which are not used and their
associated properties (duration and time interval of the day).
V.

FRAGMENTATION COMPUTATION

The initial configuration is that every vehicle is fully
charged and ready to be booked.
There are a couple of terms to be defined:
Window – The time interval (in the future) the
fragmentation is calculated for (a default one day window
starts at 7 AM and ends the next day at 6:59AM)
Fragment – a chunk of time between two bookings
which is not used (as seen in Figure 2)
Maximum Fragmentation Ratio – the maximum rating
you could get within a given window when the vehicles are
fully charged without any booking.

Figure 2 Example of a schedule.

The computation of fragmentation is meant to be used for
optimizing the fragmentation goal, which means reducing
the actual fragmentation of the schedule. By taking a
snapshot of the schedule at different moments in time, we
can analyze its structure and extract a list of fragments for
each vehicle. The span of a fragment is between the end of
the previous trip and the start of the next one, all within the
given window for analysis. After getting the list of all
fragments in the schedule, we compute the fragmentation
ratio using two general, relevant properties of the fragments:
duration and the time interval in which the trip is located in.
We incorporated these properties in the fragmentation ratio
formula (1), represented by weights, as follows:
FR = ∑n1(duration(frag i ) ∗ w1(frag i ) ∗ w2(frag i )) (1)

where n is the number of fragments, w1 is the duration
weight ( computed in (2) ) and w2 is the time interval weight
( computed using (3) ).
The fragments which have a longer duration have a higher
weight w1, because longer and shorter trips can all fit in an
extended time interval (see Figure 4). However, shorter
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fragments have a lower usability (trips of less than 20 min
are less likely). Regarding w2, the weight for the time
interval, trips during regular business hours (7AM till
17PM), have a higher weight than the trips outside of this
interval (see Figure 5), taking into consideration that the
main target of the Shared-E-Fleet project is the business
sector [3].
The functions used for the weight computation are synthetic
functions, but using the real data coming from statistics
regarding usage of the electronic fleet, new and more
relevant weighting functions can be computed. The initial
formula (with x as the duration of the trip) used is:
DurationWeight =

0.79

fw∗60

x + 0.01 −

0.79

(2)

fw∗60

The fw parameter stands for fragmentation window, which
is always a factor of 1440, i.e., how many minutes there are
in one day. A window starts at 7AM in the morning (0) and
it ends at 6.59AM the next day (1440). If there is one trip
today at 1PM and 1 trip tomorrow at 10AM, the
fragmentation window is 2880 minutes (48H) (see Figure 3).

Figure 3 Fragmentation window.

An arbitrary maximum weight of 0.79 is given to a
fragment containing the whole analyzed window. We intend
to adjust the weight functions according to the real life usage
profile obtained from the model trials. The subtraction in the
formula is used for keeping the weight normalized.

Figure 4 Weight function for the duration of the fragment.

TimeIntervalWeight = �
wstart =
wend =

−0.8

fw∗60
−0.8

fw∗60

wend −wstart
2

startInterval + 0.9

endInterval + 0.9

�

(3)

(4)

(5)

The startInterval and endInterval variables are normalized
for a one day duration, so values are between 0 and 1440 by
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Figure 5 Weight function for the time interval of the fragment.

We plan to further adjust these synthetic functions by
using statistical data from model trials.
Using those weights, the fragmentation ratio function is
computed as a value between zero (meaning there is no
fragment in the schedule, so no free slots) and maximum
fragmentation ratio (meaning all vehicle schedules are empty
and ready to be booked). Note that due to the duration
weight, longer continuous fragments provide a higher
fragmentation rating, and due to the time interval weight,
fragments during business hours provide a higher
fragmentation rating. Thus, schedules which provide large
fragments of free time slots during business hours for future
bookings are selected after optimization.
VI.

EVALUATION

Within the Shared E-Fleet project, this method is
integrated into an optimization system, containing
algorithms for booking, alternative search, partial and full
optimization implemented as a Java prototype [12]. This
optimization system is part of the larger Shared E-Fleet
architecture, providing a EV fleet management solution[14].
We evaluated the fragmentation ratio approach, both
using synthetic tests and by application during three longterm model trials in German industrial parks.
The partial and full optimizations are implemented in the
optimizer component. The state of an EV is updated if realtime notifications such as delays, malfunctions or returns are
received. The optimization algorithm implemented is a
greedy algorithm using backtracking [12], minimizing total
emissions and compensating disruptions like delays, which
was run as is during the initial phase model trials. As a
whole, the optimization scales linearly with the number of
trips, allowing use of large schedules.
Before deployment in the model trials, we used synthetic
test data with randomized bookings to determine the
suitability of the approach.
In the following, we show a simplified example using
synthetic test data.
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We used the fragmentation ratio computation in order to
check the improvement of the fragmentation goal between
two snapshots of a schedule, one with three trips, spanning
over a one day window and the second one being the
optimized version of the first one, using the optimization
algorithm.

(Figure 9) after optimization. The value of the fragmentation
rating for the old schedule was approximately 794 and for
the new one is around 1051, so the fragmentation was
successfully reduced. The new schedule has two fragments
of 1440 minutes, which means that two vehicles are
completely free, as seen in Figure 7.

Figure 6 – Original version of the schedule.

A fleet of three vehicles is used in the example. As seen in
Figure 6, in the original schedule we have a 30 min trip
using ev1, starting at 11.00, a 1h 30min trip using ev2,
starting at 14.00 and a 1h trip using ev3, starting at 12.00.

Figure 8 – Fragmentation rating of the old schedule.

Figure 7 shows the optimized schedule (optimization
was carried out at 10.38am). It can be observed that instead
of sparsely using three vehicles, two of them were
completely freed and all three trips are booked on one
vehicle, therefore increasing utilization and decreasing
fragmentation. Note that charging can be deferred as long as
the remaining charge is sufficient for the next trip.

Figure 9 – Fragmentation rating of the new schedule.

Figure 7 – Optimized version of the schedule.

The gray area after each trip represents a buffer which is
intended to account for user behavior (minor delays,
unloading the vehicle, connect to charge station, etc.). The
red areas indicate charging times.
After running the analysis, we found 6 fragments for the
old schedule (Figure 8) and 4 fragments for the new schedule
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If the new schedule has a higher fragmentation rating,
the new schedule actually has lower fragmentation, so it is
better than the old one and the optimization was successful.
The model trials were implemented in three technology
parks over a time period of a year, in the context of real
small and medium sized enterprises. While the cars are
providing a range of over 100 kilometers, the average
booking contained a trip with less than 50 kilometers and 3
hours in length, facilitating optimization. Figure 10 shows
the distribution of trips throughout the day, indicating
predominant use during business hours, which we aimed to
accommodate using the fragmentation ratio. Figure 11
shows the fleet utilization in one model trial, as well as the
success percentage, indicating how many booking requests
could be fulfilled. Due to novelty value, the demand reached
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its peaks in the first month. However, initial hardware
problems in addition to suboptimal fragmentation created a
perception of low availability. Bookings were rejected even
though vehicles could be seen as available. To increase
utilization, the fragmentation rating comparison was added
to optimization at the end of August. The improvement in
scheduling allowed on average 21.6% increase in utilization,
with a higher success ratio. In December, utilization was
lower due to weather conditions as well as holidays.

management (e.g., optimal utilization of photovoltaics for
charging). Currently, the rating is applied after optimization,
stopping fragmented schedules from replacing less
fragmented schedules. In future work, we would like to adapt
the optimization algorithm with fragmentation awareness in
addition to other optimization goals. Additionally, we would
like to evaluate weighing individual vehicle utilization using
the fragmentation ratio, which could provide benefits in
larger fleets.
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Abstract—As the need for security engineering methodologies for
embedded and/or distributed systems rises several different approaches have been proposed. Especially the automotive sector is
pursuing the development of new ways to better consider security
in the design process. Nevertheless, most of these approaches are
custom-tailored for specific use-cases or application domains and
are not applicable for other domains. We propose a security
requirements engineering process with a generic system model
core, which can be customized with application domain specific
extensions. This allows the instantiation of application domain adjusted security requirements engineering methodologies without
much effort. Additionally, the generalisation of the system model
allows the exchange of checking or verification methods with
only a small need for adaptation to new application domains. We
present our system model core and demonstrate its extensibility
on the example of vehicular systems. We then show two methods
for formal inspection of the system model. First, we show how the
security engineer can be assisted by consistency checking of the
system model, then we show how to verify the sum of generated
security requirements to ascertain the correctness of the security
concept.
Keywords–Security engineering; requirements engineering; requirements verification; system model core.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

How to design secure distributed and/or embedded systems is a repeatedly discussed question and it is recognized
in most industries that requirements engineering is critical
to the success of any development project. How to extend
requirements engineering into the realm of security has been
proposed with a multitude of approaches. Being able to learn
from existing methods in security requirements engineering for
software systems, most of these approaches focus on particular
aspects of the security requirements engineering problem while
additionally focusing on a very specific use case or application
domain. Given these results, the question why these approaches
did not lead to a broader industry adoption was examined by
[1] and [2].
For example, the work in [2] presents three interesting
factors for missing adoption of methodologies.
1)
2)
3)

The business case for employing security best practices is missing.
Developers lack security expertise, which is currently
required to employ security best practices.
The risk of committing to a particular security approach is too high.

Furthermore, [1] gives a broad range of properties and
criteria for methodologies to lead to broader industry adoption.
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Without repeating all of them we saw the feasibility to improve
in three major fields.
Notation By describing the security engineering system
model core (SESMC) as a generic core, we hope to allow
the easy exchange and reuse of varying approaches to
different parts of security requirements engineering. This
reduces the risk of committing to one particular security
requirements engineering approach since additional and
conceivably needed features can be implemented and
added easily. By adding application domain specific extensions we can demonstrate how a security requirements
engineering methodology can be instantiated for the vehicular domain.
Tool Support By designing SESMC and the corresponding
security requirements engineering process to be implementable as a software tool for the security engineer,
we improve the ability to master the complexity of a
large embedded and/or distributed system, which directly
increases the business case for employing a security
requirements engineering methodology. Furthermore, the
software tool may assist engineers with a lower security
expertise.
Formal Methods The use of formal methods and verification
leads to increased confidence in the result and can ideally
point out outstanding problems in the system model.
A. Contributions
We propose a generic system model core to be used for a
security requirements engineering process to create methodologies for different application domains. For this system model
core, we present methods to perform consistency checks and
to allow the verification of a broad range of properties of the
system model, including the new concept of non-traceability,
with the use of the ProVerif tool [3]. When appropriate, we will
relate our elucidations to possible uses in vehicular systems.
B. Structure
Section 2 presents the background and related work. In
Section 3, we present the generic system model core and the
security requirements engineering process. Section 4 describes
the consistency checking of our system model core. Section
5 presents the steps that lead to the verification of a set of
security requirements contained in our system model core.
Section 6 presents the conclusions.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

As already mentioned, several examples of security requirements engineering methodologies have been evaluated to create
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our generic system model core. Likewise, methodologies in the
field of access policy engineering and model-based software
design have been considered as to discover basic approaches
to recurring problems in engineering to lay the groundwork
for our approach.
The most influential paper for our work is [4]. They present
their Workbench for Model-based Security Engineering
(WorSE), which supports the modelling and verification of
access control policies. Their main contribution is a domainindependent abstraction for security policy design and verification, which they call the security (model) core. This core may
be extended for domain-specific analysis, just as subclasses
can be derived from super classes in object-oriented software
design. As the formal semantics of this security core are clearly
defined any extension can still rely on all properties of the
parent core, which yields an interesting way to allow domainspecific analysis in a flexible workbench.
Again in [5], our concept of a generic but extensible
system model core is motivated. They argue that in the field of
(pattern-driven) security methodologies for distributed systems
over a dozen approaches have been presented, but with respect
to system applicability these approaches are either highly specific or generic. Likewise, they motivate to position a security
methodology in the early development phases (analysis and
design), because ”This is where all security countermeasures
are planned [6], as well as where, according to [7], approximately half of all major security flaws can be prevented. [8]”
In [9], [10], [11], a methodology for the security engineering and partitioning of hardware/software systems is
presented, which is the most similar methodology to our own.
It is named AVATAR, extending on the Object Management
Group’s Systems Modeling Language (SysML) [12], and enriched with artefacts for security engineering and implemented
in the workbench TTool. The authors position the process in
parallel to the hardware software partitioning of the y-chart
approach [13] so that the asset, threat and security requirement
identification can be done in the early design steps of the
systems development life cycle (SDLC).
AVATAR is requirement-driven. Given some security requirements, which are designed in separate diagrams and
kept in parallel to the application model of the target of
evaluation (TOE), the threats and corresponding attack trees
can be subsequently defined. Possible risks are then manually
annotated to the security requirements, so that the decision
for chosen security mechanisms can be documented. After
the system model has been finished, the non-security relevant
properties can be model-checked using UPPAAL [14] and
the security-requirements (confidentiality and authenticity) can
be proven by the ProVerif toolkit [3]. ProVerif [3] is a
security protocol analyser. It is able to proof security properties
over given cryptographic protocols assuming the Dolev-Yao
attacker model [15] with very small resources.
Our own approach, which will be presented in Section III,
however is goal-oriented and focuses on keeping all information inside one cohesive system model. With the addition of
protection groups and threat hierarchies we hope to enable
the design of a whole system inside one model without an
unproportional increase in size and complexity. It should be
noted that, although we do not present methods to check
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Figure 1. Creating a methodology from the process and system model core.

non-security relevant properties like liveness or computational
intensity, we deem our approach to be applicable to these
properties and that model-checking, i.e., by using UPPAAL,
should be feasible. We increase the amount of usable protection
goals in comparison to AVATAR in our version of a ProVerif
export. The different possible queries will be presented later
in Section V.
III.

A GENERIC ONTOLOGY FOR SECURITY
REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING

For our approaches of consistency checking and verifying
security concepts to be adaptable to different security requirements engineering methodologies, we define a generic security
system model core (SESMC) with a corresponding ontology.
To implement our methods for consistency checking and
verification for an existing security engineering methodology
the required artefacts have to be identified and matched to
SESMC. With providing SESMC we hope to present a useful
mechanism to exchange property checking, property verifying
and other algorithms between different security engineering
methodologies of all kinds.
Additionally, SESMC can be used to instantiate new security requirements engineering methodologies from our proposed process by providing application domain specific extensions. We see our core as adaptable to different application
domains, since we only define the recurring artefacts needed
in all security engineering domains. By adding the application
domain specific characteristics, i.e., communication medium
restrictions, cryptography costs or specific attacker models, it
is possible to construct an applicable methodology from our
core. This is shown in Figure 1. An example of an instantiation
for the vehicular domain will be described at the end of this
section.
First, we will define the artefacts of our system model
core, then we will show how these artefacts are used in our
requirements engineering process.
A. System model core
Our system model core (see Figure 3) consists of model
artefacts, risk analysis artefacts and security requirements
artefacts.
At the centre of the security requirements engineering
process are the data instances. They are the assets that should
be protected and which are used in the dataflows and processes
of the TOE. We allow to define several types of data, while
we expect to at least differentiate between data instances representing cryptographic keys (secret and public) and common
payload like sensor readings or calculation results. We propose
to add a special type for person-related data, like address data
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and names, so that privacy goals and issues can be easier
identified.
1) Model artefacts: The model artefacts consist mainly
of executing units, which represent the different nodes, roles
or tasks of the system, and communication mediums, which
connect the executing units to allow dataflows. Both can be
provided with different application domain specific properties
(e.g., tamper protection or cryptography acceleration) to allow
for more precise analysis. The connections between executing
units and communication mediums are consequently named
connections and they are used by the dataflows to transfer
entities of data. Lifecycle phases represent different stages in
the lifetime of a system, which build on one another. They
allow to model and analyse a system before or after particular
points in its lifetime, e.g., production, operation mode 1,
operation mode 2 and decommissioning. Each executing unit
has one knowledge set for each lifecycle phase defining the
initial knowledge before every process and dataflow of this
lifecycle phase.
The dataflows and processes themselves are different for
each lifecycle phase to allow modelling varied behaviour. The
dataflows are executed concurrently by the executing units
but they consist of ordered dataflow steps to structure the
communication in time for each dataflow. Each dataflow step
describes a message consisting of data instances, which is
communicated over connections between two executing units.
To represent the tasks implemented by the executing units
we define one or many processes on the executing units, which
are likewise executed concurrently. The processes consist of
actions, which we will assume to adhere to certain assumptions. The actions describe the processing of data instances
inside the executing units. Typical examples for actions are
send, receive, create, save and load. We allow different notations for the processes and actions (i.e., pi-calculus [16],
kripke structures [9] or UML activity diagrams [17]) as long
as they satisfy certain properties; e.g., the notation can be
translated into a directed acyclic graph and some recurring
patterns can be identified. We will discuss the assumptions
and properties in more detail in Section V. There is at least
one process on a executing unit for each dataflow it is part of
to implement the send and receive actions and to synchronize
dataflows and process. More processes per executing unit are
possible to allow asynchronous processing. To allow for a more
precise reflection of reality executing units and communication
mediums can be grouped to define hierarchies and boundaries
(organisational and/or physical) in the system.
For executing units and model groups we allow to define a
multiplicity value to model the replication of nodes, which
can be useful to model sets of identical nodes (executing
units) or reoccurring patterns of nodes (model groups). The
possible values for multiplicity are up to the designer of the
methodology to regard the needs of the application domain.
2) Risk analysis artefacts: The model artefacts are annotated with the risk analysis artefacts. The protection goals
define which protection goal categories (properties) should be
ascertained for which data instance. To be exact we recommend to define distinct protection goals for one data instance
in different parts of the system model. We call these parts
Protection Groups and they cluster data flow steps and actions
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and allow to propagate the protection goals to all influenced
model artefacts (e.g., the sender or executor of a dataflow step
or an action). This remedies the need to define confidentiality
for each single dataflow step and all executing units of a
large dataflow, as all the individual parts of the dataflow can
be encapsulated inside one protection group for which one
protection goal is set. For each type of protection goal category
we define the possibility to define options to further elaborate
the meaning of the goal. We see our categorization and options
as an example of how protection goals could be formulated,
so that we can show the translation to verification queries (see
Section V). It is up to the designer of the methodology to
define the fitting application domain specific goals.
integrity is the property of protection against modification. It
defines which node may create or send a specific data
instance. As we outline in Section III-C, we recommend
to add an access control matrix to the system model to
assign write permissions to nodes per data instance. This
can be used for access control checking and to further
refine authentication permission. For example, a node
may only be allowed to obtain asymmetric keys to create
digital signatures, if it is allowed to write the specific data
instance.
confidentiality is the property of secrecy. It defines which
node may gain knowledge of a data instance. Again, we
recommend to add an additional knowledge permission
matrix to the system model to allow for easy modelling
of knowledge permissions.
availability of a data instance may be important for systems
to fulfil their function. Therefore, it should be modelled
as a protection goal. This property is difficult to ensure
and verify formally but should nevertheless be regarded
because denial-of-service attacks are a serious threat.
authenticity is a property with many facets. It may be needed
for authorization purposes or to ascertain the origin or
integrity of a data instance. We recommend to define
separately for the data instance, the sender, the receiver
and/or executor if authentication is needed. Additionally,
we allow to model the need for non-repudiation and the
property of freshness as options, which is needed in many
situations.
privacy is the property of confidentiality and selfdetermination of person-related data. This property
implies confidentiality but may also add the requirement
to be non-traceable. It is stronger because not only the
knowledge of a data instance shall be prevented, but also
the plain existence of one particular dataflow or process
with one specific data instance shall be indistinguishable
from a dataflow or process with another data instance.
It is meant to prevent the tracking of users or entities
by identifying them by the ciphertexts of their personal
data. We differentiate between non-interference like it is
described by [18], which decides if the attacker is able
to notice if a data instance changes in between sessions
and non-traceable, which defines that the attacker is not
able to recognize if the same data instance is used in
different sessions.
The protection goals each possess one damage potential
assessment and they are endangered by different threats. The
damage potential assessment quantifies the estimated expected
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Figure 2. Structure of dataflows and processes

damage when the protection goal is violated by a threat. For
each of the threats a risk assessment has to be carried out. We
do not dictate any form in which the threats shall be modelled
or on how to perform the risk assessment, since the field
of threat modelling already offers very elaborate solutions.
Merely it must be possible to differentiate between the threats
that do not constitute a risk for the protection goals and the
threats that do, which will then realise the damage potential.
3) Security requirements artefacts: The security requirements artefacts are then mitigating the threats with relevant
risks. We differentiate between security mechanisms and security requirements, which are grouped by a security concept.
The security engineer can define multiple security concepts
for one system model to allow for easy comparison between
competing security solutions. Although most literature subsumes security measures and security requirements under the
term security requirements, we need to distinguish because of
verification precision.
Security mechanisms are direct measures refining dataflows
and processes to represent implementations of cryptographic,
physical or organisational means to increase security, whereas
security requirements are textual requirements that dictate the
mitigation of a risk or threat. Only cryptographic security
mechanisms can be verified with ProVerif, because organisational or physical mechanisms and textual requirements do not
provide the necessary details for the analysis. These types of
requirements are checked informally in the consistency check.
Textual requirements can be seen as a fallback or placeholder
in situations when the designer of the system does not want
to provide all the details for a security mechanism, so he can
temporarily mitigate a threat to analyse the remainder of the
system. Textual requirements can then be replaced by more
detailed mechanisms later.
Security mechanisms must describe which changes they
apply to the messages of dataflows steps and the actions of
processes. For example, a deterministic symmetric encryption
must describe how it is applied to a message (the message x
becomes symmEnc(x, key)) and this encryption action has
to be inserted before the send action of the corresponding
dataflow step (the action send(x) is extended to x2 =
symmEnc(x, key); send(x2)).
In addition, security mechanisms can instantiate specific
attribute or node requirements for the system model. For
example, a cryptographic measure may require a secure key
storage in an executing unit, or the existence of a PKI may
be needed when using asymmetric cryptography, which has
to be modelled by an application domain specific extension.
These attribute or node requirements have to be regarded as
they lead to (more) complete systems. These requirements can
be checked and not fulfilled requirements can be presented to
the security engineer in the consistency check.
How these system model artefacts are generated is up to
the methodology. In Section IV and V, we assume that the
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methodology has been carried out and the complete system
model can be used for checking and verifying.
B. Security requirements engineering process
Our proposal for a security requirements engineering process consists of the following steps.
1. Initial architecture Here, the TOE is designed. First, the
executing units, communication mediums and groups are
placed and connected to form the topology design of the
system. Then, dataflows and processes are added, with
their corresponding dataflow steps and actions, to define
the communication and process inside the system. Lifecycle phases may be used to define multiple succeeding
behaviours.
2. Protection goal definition Now the protection groups can
be defined for which the security engineer can then define
the desired protection goals.
3. Threat definition Given the protection goals it is possible
to define the threats against these goals. For each goal
a damage assessment defines the amount of estimated
potential damage if the protection goal is violated.
4. Risk assessment For each threat tree (since they may be
hierarchically ordered) the security engineer may choose
not to assess the risk of all the leafs of the tree(with
the most detailed threats). He may choose to assess
on a higher abstraction level to increase efficiency. The
assessment is then executed with an application domain
specific risk system.
5. Security concept design Given the risks of the system the
security engineer decides which security mechanisms to
add. After adding all chosen mechanisms the requirements
for the operation of the system can be defined. Node or
attribute requirements may be needed to implement security mechanisms. As outlined earlier textual requirements
may be used to mitigate threats, if the definition of actual
mechanisms is out of scope for the current investigation.
However textual requirements decrease the confidence in
verification results, as they lack important implementation
details.
6. Verification When the system model is finished the defined
protection goals can be verified. It may be necessary to
add further implementation details to decrease inaccuracies, so that the verification model can be built. This
includes defining the exact format of messages (payload,
order of cryptographic primitives, etc.), the knowledge of
the nodes before the communication and process of the
current lifecycle phase and the replication details of the
processes (how often a node executes a process), if these
details have been ignored or not modelled in the preceding
steps. It is important to add as many details as possible, as
we use the security protocol analyser ProVerif. ProVerif
uses the closed-world assumption, which dictates that
only facts that have explicitly been modelled as true are
true. Everything else is false and non-existent and can not
be used to attack the system.
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Figure 3. Main artefacts of the system model core.

Additional steps Between the different steps of the process
consistency checks may be performed to find contradictions and misconceptions. We describe our approach to
consistency checking in Section IV. After the creation
of the security concept further analysis and optimization
steps may be performed.
Refinement Since several assumptions about the initial architecture of the TOE may be changed throughout the security engineering process the methodology must consider
to change parts of the TOE without nullifying all results.
Only the artefacts associated with the changes should be
marked as invalid and should be analysed again.
C. Matching existing methodologies to the system model core
We formalize our system model core and its extensions
with sets, relations and functions, which are representing the
artefacts mentioned above. To match an methodology to our
system model core these elements have to be identified so that
a system model conforming to our definitions can be extracted
to use our proposed consistency-checking and verification
methods. The following examples illustrates how the system
model core is structured and provides an understanding for the
following sections.
E is the set of Executing Units.
M is the set of Communication Mediums.
T ⊆ M × (M ∨ E) is the relation connecting the executing
units and communication mediums, creating the topology
graph and representing the connections.
P is the set of processes.
A is the set of actions.
P ⊆ P × A is the relation connecting processes and actions.
GA = (A, A) is the directed acyclic graph defining the order
of actions (successor relation) with the set of actions A
as nodes and the relation A as edges.
It can be seen that all artefacts (see Figure 3) are contained in sets. Relationships between these sets are modelled
with relations and functions depending on the shape of the
relationship. The only exception from the rule is the directed
acyclic graph GA , which defines the order of the actions. We
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omit the remaining sets, relations and functions as they can
directly be inferred from the description of the ontology above.
As we outlined in the description of the protection goal categories we additionally recommend to add two access control
matrices to the system model to allow for more fine-grained
control over write and knowledge permissions. Without the
access control matrices the write and knowledge permissions
can only be inferred from the dataflows and processes, so that
every node that receives or sends a data instance may write or
know this data instance. This could be imprecise as some nodes
may only need to forward or relay an encrypted message,
which could lead to contradictions. Further in the verification
steps we can use this matrix to generate more precise secrecy
queries.
D. Using the system model core for the vehicular domain
The matching of real world entities in the vehicular domain
to the system model artefacts is not as straightforward as one
might expect. Especially the application domain specific extensions allow to model an arbitrary amount of detail if desired
by the security engineer designing the security engineering
methodology. Even the level of detail the security engineer
tries to represent in one system model is very dependent on
the TOE. Therefore, the extensions have to be chosen very
carefully to allow modelling of all possible TOEs and to match
the desired level of accuracy in the early design phases. We
identified two main kinds of TOEs in the vehicular domain.
Either a new control-unit is developed and it is modelled with
all its external interfaces or a function is being developed
and all involved control-units with the connected external IT
systems have to be modelled.
In the first case the different components of the controlunit will be represented by the executing units and all external
and internal communication uses appropriate communication
mediums. The control-unit itself is represented by a group,
which defines the physical border - the plastic shell. In
the majority of cases the counterparts at the other ends
of the external interfaces (communication mediums) can be
represented by a single executing unit. Possible extensions
are confined to properties relevant for dimensioning of the
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hardware capabilities. Examples are the bandwidth or computational capabilities of the communication mediums and
executing units and the arising confronting costs by security
mechanisms. If standardised communication mediums are used
(e.g., IEEE 802.11) several default security mechanisms (read
WPA2) should automatically be considered in the security
concept as these mechanisms should come at low additional
cost. Any special security features of executing units (i.e.,
tamper protection or hardware acceleration of cryptographic
primitives) should also be modelled to enhance the accuracy
of the risk assessment.
In the case of a distributed system to implement a new
function the abstraction level has to be chosen higher to reduce
the system model complexity. It is not feasible to model
each control-unit with its internal components. Therefore,
in the majority of cases each control-unit is represented by
one executing unit. To allow modelling sensors or humanmachine interfaces (HMIs) we propose an extension that adds
sensors and HMIs as a decorator to executing units. They
only need a name and a visual representation in the system
model to be regarded in the analysis steps. For example, the
modification of a sensor can then be modelled as a threat.
These sensors and HMIs can then be referenced in actions
and be used to create new instances of data. Hence it is
possible to model the information flow of data from the source
to the sink. Furthermore, we define a special car group that
can only be instantiated once in each system model. It clearly
defines the executing units belonging to the car and therefore
allows fine-tuning the risk assessment in the later steps of the
process as well as defining useful default values for properties
like bandwidth capabilities of not yet detailed communication
mediums. The executing units outside of this car group may
represent IT systems, backends, diagnostic tools, users, other
cars (abstracted as a single executing unit) or one of many
other possibilities.
In each case we propose a special action to model the
impact on external assets. If this action is executed it has an
impact on one or many external assets like the quality of the
driver assistance systems, the locks or the driving status of
the car. It is meant to represent the physical interaction of
the system model with its environment. As the system model
core focusses only on digital IT systems this extension allows
to better represent actuators or mechanics. Consequently the
damage and risk assessment can be influenced by the existence
of such external asset actions.
IV.

C ONSISTENCY CHECKING A SYSTEM MODEL

As outlined earlier not only the completed system has to be
verified but also individual steps, along the way to completion,
should be checked so that contradictions, discrepancies and
inconsistencies can be corrected immediately and not later on
in the design phase. We will call them consistency issues.
These consistency issues are mostly not harmful to the security
of the system directly, but they do not allow a precise analysis
and verification because the resulting model of the system will
not be implementable or at least the needed changes will be
more expensive later.
There are several categories of possible consistency issues
for which we define rules to find them in the system model.
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There are topology issues, dataflow and process issues, goal
and risk issues, security concept issues and general warnings.
Conditions for the instantiation of a consistency issue should
be defined, which can be presented to the security engineer.
These conditions could be checked regularly after each change
to the system model or only when the security engineer wishes
to check the design. This is up to the methodology, especially
because the possible size of the system model can be very
application domain specific and the duration to check the rules
can not be estimated beforehand. We recommend to allow the
security engineer to ignore or delete consistency issue, as they
may be false positives. For example, an unused connection
may be unused because the missing dataflow will be modelled
later.
1) Topology and process issues: Consistency issues in the
topology or the placement of processes are usually remnants
of old versions of the model, which were not aligned with
changes. They lead to an unconnected system model where
single connections and processes are existing without being
used or being relevant. Furthermore, the consistency between
the dataflows and processes should be checked as for each
dataflow step there should be corresponding send and receive
actions in the correct order. These dependencies should be
automatically resolved when the methodology is implemented
as a software tool.
2) Dataflow step and action issues: Here, we aim for
inaccuracies and blunders, which may origin from different
causes. Perhaps a group of security engineers worked on the
same system model and a misconception happened or changes
in the system model due to external feedback led to flawed
alterations. Examples include the violation of the knowledge
and usage access control matrices, if these were implemented,
or a data instance originates from multiple sources.
3) Goal and risk issues: These issues try to hint at misconceptions regarding the protection goals and risk assessments of
the system model. They draw the attention to different parts
of the system model where the comprehension of the goals
or risks may potentially be contradictory or even conflicting.
This allows to find misconceptions but in addition it allows
to check the consistency of different analysis results, that
may be produced by different people. In case of a very
large system model it may be needed to divide the workload
of modelling the security analysis artefacts between several
security engineers. After each one has contributed his goals and
derived risks these may be checked for consistency to create
a consolidated solution. Depending on the application domain
different conflicts for protection goals or damage potentials
are possible. For example, if confidentiality is required for one
dataflow step over a communication medium representing the
internet, it should be required for all transmissions over this
communication medium. Likewise the damage potential for all
these transmissions should be similar.
4) Security concept issues: After the security concept has
been built it is helpful to check for the most common blunders.
Aside from unfulfilled attribute or node requirements the list
of possible issues has to be compiled for each application
domain and may include one or many of the following: signthen-encrypt vs. encrypt-then-sign, using sensor data as a
cryptographic key, missing seed for hash, et cetera.
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5) General warnings: General warnings describe situations, which clearly show potential to be harmful. This includes
warnings when a step of the security requirements engineering
process has not been conducted yet or unfulfilled node or
attribute requirements.

8)

A. Implementing the consistency check
The consistency check can be implemented in many ways
depending on the type of the implementation of the methodology. If the process is handled by handwork and manual
annotations on paper then a questionnaire could be helpful.
If the methodology has been implemented as a software environment/tool the variety of possible implementations becomes
apparent. As the structures of the rules are very disparate they
do not tend to reveal an obvious object oriented pattern to allow
for easy decomposition. We therefore recommend (and chose
for our own implementation) to use anonymous functions like
lambda functions in C++11 or Java8, which return a string with
the result of the rule check or even a more complex object
describing possible fixes for the issue, which could be executed
automatically.
V.

V ERIFYING A SECURITY CONCEPT

After the security engineer has finished the security concept
for the system at hand he may want to verify if his concept
is able to formally ensure the chosen protection goals. We
propose a method to transform our system model core to one
or many ProVerif [3] models so that the given protection goals
can be queried. In Section III, we presented our generic system
model core. We proposed that the actions which constitute the
processes have to adhere to certain assumptions to allow the
extraction of ProVerif models.
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

All actions are nodes of a directed acyclic graph
(GA ), which as a whole represents all processes.
This graph must necessarily be disconnected if there
is more than one process. The connection between
a sending action and the corresponding receiving
action is given by one specific dataflow step, which
is recorded outside of GA . The usage of a directed
acyclic graph excludes the concept of looping (i.e.,
while-loops) from our syntax. However this does not
exclude to define a single action to represent a whileloop.
The creation of a new value for a data instance can
be associated with a distinct action.
The assignment of a new value to a data instance can
be associated with a distinct action.
There are distinct send and receive actions or the
sending and receiving of data can be associated with
other distinct actions.
All possible successors of conditional actions (if-elsethen, etc.) must be determinable.
All actions associated with sending and receiving
reference the used communication mediums and data
instances or these can be inferred from other sources.
For each dataflow step the exact structure of the send
message can be inferred. This includes the usage of
cryptographic primitives on parts of the message. The
easiest solution would be to always use the security
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mechanisms on whole messages, but more precision
is possible.
The data instances that are assumed to be known to an
executing unit, before a process is executed, have to
be modelled. These includes the usage of additional
lifecycle phases to distribute the data beforehand or
to define the executing unit as the origin of the data
instance.

Given these assumptions we can verify the protection goal
properties by using the security protocol analyser ProVerif. We
divide the verification into four steps show in Figure 4.
1)
2)
3)
4)

System model partitioning
Process extraction
Attacker initialisation and execution
Attack trace parsing

For the analysis we allow to model executing units as
malign. This means that the attacker may have already gained
control over this node and is able to control its behaviour. This
can be an important function for many application domains and
has consequences for the verification steps. Communication
mediums are assumed to be under the control of the attacker
according to [15].
A. System model partitioning
In the first step we partition the system model into independent parts. These parts define isolated dataflows and processes,
which do not affect any dataflow or process in another part,
which can be interpreted as the information flow graph of
one specific data instance. This isolation step is important
to reduce the size of the verification models. The result of
the partitioning step are directed acyclic graphs of actions.
The root nodes of one directed acyclic graph are the creation
actions for the data instance, or the root actions of processes
if the executing unit already knows the data instance and the
data instance is used in this particular process.
Our approach takes the directed acyclic graph of one process, which is taken from the relation A (successor relation),
starts with the creation or root action(s) for one arbitrary data
instance and then adds additional action nodes, including all
the paths that lead to the additional node, when one of the
following conditions is met by the path. The next node to check
is chosen by arbitrarily selecting one not already checked
edge out of the directed acyclic graph of the process under
evaluation. The following binding conditions have been defined. Additional processes are checked when the last binding
condition is met.
•

The action node is a conditional and the condition
contains the data instance.

•

The action node alters the data instance in any way.

•

The action node uses the data instance to create a new
data instance.

•

The action node uses the data instance for sending or
receiving.

In the case of a sending or receiving action an additional
edge is added between the two nodes of the directed acyclic
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Figure 4. ProVerif Verification

graphs (GA ) of the two affected processes. This represents the
dataflow step crossing the two processes. The search is then
eventually continued in the newly added part of the graph to
connect the two processes further. It is important not to discard
the information which action belongs to which process (i.e.,
with using the relation C) as this is needed for the process
extraction.
B. Process extraction
After the directed acyclic graph (system model partition)
has been built, it must be transformed to processes for the
ProVerif tool. ProVerif supports several input formats from
which we chose the typed pi-calculus as it fits our partitions
from the last step. A ProVerif model in the typed pi-calculus
consists of a declaration part for channels, functions, reductions, equations, events and queries and the process definitions
and instantiations.
The channels can be instantiated directly from the communication mediums with free channelName: channel.. ProVerif
allows to model a channel as private (by adding [private] to
the declaration), so that a possible outside attacker can not
read any messages of the channel. This property could be
controlled by an application domain specific extension that
allows communication mediums to be marked as hidden from
outsiders. It allows to limit the capabilities of the attacker, as
he may not be able to control and manipulate all communication mediums simultaneously. If an executing unit marked
as malign is connected to a hidden communication medium
this option has to be removed. The malign node effectively
bridges non-hidden and hidden communication mediums, as
the attacker may not read from or write to the private medium,
but can instruct the malign node to do. Without limiting the
generality of our approach we will assume that all channels
have been defined as non private, but we will indicate where
this option could be relevant.
Next the ProVerif processes for the different processes of
the system model partition can be built. Because all processes
execute concurrently we will create one ProVerif process for
each process. Actions from our system model have to be translated to ProVerif constructs. As we do not dictate a specific
notation, we have given assumptions at the beginning of this
section, which we take for given for the translation. These
leads to a straightforward mapping of ProVerif constructs to
the actions.
When these constructs (and possibly others) have been
assigned to actions in the chosen notation, the translation to
ProVerif subprocesses can begin. First, the actions in the directed acyclic graph can be annotated with the proper ProVerif
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constructs. Then, the ProVerif constructs are written into the
subprocesses regarding the action’s membership to processes
and regarding the branches defined by conditional actions. At
the end the main process is written and all subproccesses are
instantiated. The replication of subprocesses (processes) could
be an attribute of the system model, which has to be regarded,
but without limiting the generality we will always use the
replication. How and when events are created will be presented
in the explanation of the authenticity protection goal query.
The semantics of cryptography have to be encoded into
each ProVerif model, either by adding a library to the command line or by adding all definition to the ProVerif model
in the declaration part. Adding them individually to each
model allows to only add the cryptographic primitives needed
and to allow fine-grained control over the capabilities of the
attacker, although in most cases the attacker will be able to
execute all primitives in accordance to Kerckhoffs’s principle
[19] and Shannon’s maxim [20]. We recommend to add the
definitions individually to decrease the complexity for the
solver. The needed primitives can be directly inferred from
the used security measures in the system and adhere to the
recommendations from the ProVerif manual [18], although we
add the session id as an additional parameter to the primitives
to model the passing of time and to allow to distinguish
between ciphertexts from different sessions. This addition is
presented in Figure 5 and further described with the privacy
query.
The events mark important steps in the execution of a process and are needed to argue about authentication properties.
They are part of the queries, which are needed to verify the
protection goals of the system model. For the five presented
protection goals four are representable by ProVerif queries
including the options we described earlier. Availability can
not be proven by ProVerif as it can not be guaranteed by
cryptography (alone).
1) Integrity: can not be checked by ProVerif directly, with
the meaning defined earlier. The consistency check would
already warn if a node sends data, which it has no permission
for. All other relevant cases are falling within the authenticity
goal.
2) Authenticity: is a very diverse goal. Additionally, to the
integrity, which is at the core of this property, it may demand to
ascertain the identity of the sender and receiver of a message,
to ascertain non-repudiation of sending and receiving, and/or
to ascertain freshness of messages. Non-repudiation can be
divided into two distinct requirements. It must be ensured that
the sender and/or receiver of a message is authenticated and
this fact has to be retrievable; i.e., by logging all messages. As
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such organizational measures can not be proven by ProVerif,
we only prove the authentication requirement, but the logging
requirement can be modelled by adding an attribute or node
requirement to the security concept.
The authenticity property is modelled by events in ProVerif.
Depending on the chosen combination of authenticated parties
we directly create the events and correspondence assertions as
described in [18]. Freshness is modelled by using the injective
correspondence. They usually take the form of
query x: key; inj-event(serverTerminates(x)) ==> injevent(clientAccepts(x)).
This can be interpreted as if the server terminates while
using key x, then client accepts key x has happened exactly
one time before.
3) Confidentiality: can directly be translated to a knowledge query: query attacker(secret). If knowledge permissions
have been defined they can be checked for all nodes without
permissions. This can be done by checking if the data instance
is send in plaintext over all communication mediums the
executing unit under evaluation is connected to. This can be
extended to include ciphertexts using keys the executing unit
knows.
4) Privacy: is interpreted as non-interference (in accordance with [18]) of the processes regarding the data instance
expressed by noninterf dataInstance.. As outlined earlier we
additionally allow to define non-traceability, which is translated to a knowledge query. If the attacker is not able to
find a pair of duplicate ciphertexts (created with deterministic
encryption) with the same payload and key from different
sessions of the processes, then non-traceability is given.
This can be accomplished with the lines in Figure 5. The
types of the data instance and the functions have been chosen
for clarity and are not needed to implement the functionality.
Type declarations have therefore been left out. We define one
function to represent the traceability event and one reduction
to allow the creation of the traceability event. When two
ciphertexts, which were created with the same payload and
key, but at two times, are combined, they create a traceability
event. We then let ProVerif prove that if the attacker is able
to generate a traceability event, then the two times must be
equal. If they are not equal, a violation of the traceability goal
was found.
C. Attacker initialisation and execution
After the events and queries have been defined, all that is
needed for verification is to initialise the attacker. This consists
of building the attacker’s knowledge set and capabilities. The
knowledge set of the attacker consists of all public names
and all the data instances known by the malign nodes. These
data instances are sent once over a public channel, before
all other processes execute, to allow the attacker to learn
them. The capabilities are represented by the functions and
reductions known to the attacker. In most cases the attacker
will have knowledge of all functions and reductions used in
the system. It is conceivable that additional capabilities can be
given to the attacker under certain circumstances, i.e., when a
cryptographic primitive becomes broken, but this should be a
rare case. The ProVerif model can then be analysed and the
results from the queries can be retrieved.
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fun symmEnc(identityType , keyType,
timeType): identityCiphertextType.
reduc forall i: identityType,
k: keyType, t: timeType,
t2: timeType;
symmDec(symmEnc(i,k,t),k,t2) = i.
fun traceabilityEvent(
identityType, timeType, timeType):
traceabilityEventType.
reduc forall i: identityType,
k: keyType, t: timeType,
t2: timeType;
noticeDuplicateCiphertext(
symmEnc(i,k,t), symmEnc(i,k,t2)) =
traceabilityEvent(i, t, t2).
free identityA:
identityType [private].
query i:sid, i2:sid; attacker(
traceabilityEvent(
identityA, new t[!1 = i],
new t[!1=i2])) ==> i=i2.
process (
!(new t : timeType; (
(* instantiate other processes *)
Figure 5. Recognizing a tracability violation.

D. Attack trace parsing
Given that the security engineer won’t be interested in results without issues, we focus on the found attack traces if they
exist. For each property the amount of possible attack traces is
rather large, so the parsing has to be flexible. We recommend
to condense several attack trace steps to increase legibility
and to transport the relevant information. The different lines
where the attacker learns all the different parts to start the
attack are the first information that can be preprocessed. How
to present further parts of an attack is up to the implementer
of the methodology.
VI.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

We presented our generic system model core SESMC
including the corresponding ontology. We believe that SESMC
allows to create useful security requirement engineering
methodologies. Furthermore, it allows to share algorithms and
methods on the system model core, which can be extended to
use the additional application domain specific extensions. We
presented two different applicable methods. The consistency
checking of the system model allows the security engineer
to check whether the current state has none of the modelled
contradictions and misconceptions, which should increase productivity and confidence in the system model. The verification
with the security protocol analyser ProVerif allows to formally
check the defined protection goals. Although ProVerif is limited by the modelled implementation details it allows to verify
the system model at different stages in the design phase up to
the first stages of implementation.
We will extend on our work to respect more of the criteria
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outlined by [1] in the future. To create a complete security requirements engineering process with an accompanying
methodology we have to describe the steps of the process
and the essential results of each step. In addition, we see
possibilities in encapsulation of security knowledge and usage
of catalogues to allow for better reuse of engineering results
and additional tool-support should be provided for all steps of
the security requirements engineering process.
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Embedded Network Combining
CAN, ZigBee and DC-PLC for Motorhome
Fabienne Nouvel
IETR/INSA
Rennes, France
e-mail : fabienne.nouvel@insa-rennes.fr

Abstract— Today, the number of motorhomes increases in
Europe and North America as they offer greater individual
freedom. As motorhome users spend the most of their time in
their confined area, it seems essential to develop new solutions
that make their life easier. In order to meet the new needs of
customers, a new centralized architecture of a control system
based on ubiquitous wired and wireless solutions is studied in this
paper. The objective of this study is to verify the feasibility of
ubiquitous technologies in this original environment. Different
measurements have been conducted on a motorhome using
Controller Area Networks (CAN), ZigBee and direct current
power line communications (DC-PLC). Results have shown that
these technologies may be used in a future hybrid control system
in a motorhome.
Keywords— Motorhome; Controller Area Networks; CAN;
ZigBee; Power Line Communications;

I. INTRODUCTION
Recent results of motorhomes sales confirm the
enthusiasm of people for this type of vehicles, especially in
Europe and North America [1]. Motorhomes perfectly meet
the needs of freedom, mobility and the wishes of autonomy
that users seek. Otherwise, they may be an economic solution
with respect to expensive hotel and trains reservation rates in
touristic areas.
Motorhomes are similar to homes as they include a
kitchen, a bathroom, sleeping facilities and a dining room.
One can found several amendies such as refrigerator, gas
cylinder, boiler, air-conditioner, folding step, and water (fresh,
gray and black) tanks.
Furthermore, similar electric
installations can be found. Electrical equipments may be
powered by different energy sources available in the
motorhome, such as main and auxiliary house batteries, engine
battery, solar cells and / or external alternative (AC) 230 V
available in the camping areas.
Although today’s motorhomes have a broad array of
choices to be connected to Internet, motorhomes do not use
communication network to interconnect the equipments in the
home area.
Camper van can be either considered as a vehicle or as a
mobile home. If it considered as a vehicle, electronic units are
nowadays connected by networks. Many standards are
available, the most widespread are control area network
(CAN), local interconnect network (LIN) and Flexray [2].
These networks reduce the number of wires while achieving
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low to medium data rates and better reliability. However, these
buses are placed in the motor area and mainly used for driving
and automotive controls. Furthermore, they must be separated
from the possible camper van “home network”, due to security
levels.
If we consider it as a "mobile home", many technologies
have been developed to make the home smart. The
technologies include solution for building automation as well
as the domestic control activities [3]. Furthermore, devices
may allow remote access.
It seems to be interesting to combine networks used for
control driving with solutions used for domestic tasks.
Actually, all the amenities in camper van are manually
controlled by the users or via separated control systems. Some
control systems are proposed by manufacturers but these
solutions are proprietary solutions and not easy to modified. In
this paper, we propose to replace separated non connected
control systems in a camping-car by a centralized control
system. Another objective is to replace point to point
connection using a specific wire by a communication network
that will reduce the weight and number of cables. Proposed
new architecture may be based on both on wired and wireless
communications technologies that connect a central unit to the
different amenities in the motorhome.
Among the possible solutions, CAN seems to be attractive
as it is widely used both in automotive [4] and in a variety of
industries including building, automation and manufacturing.
Moreover, CAN has been already used to connect home
appliances for smart home applications [5] [6].
We have also to consider the wireless solution in order to
offer easy plug and play applications while achieving low
cost. Among the technologies, ZigBee, an IEEE 802.15.4
standard-based solution defined by the ZigBee Alliance [7],
was developed specifically to support sensing, monitoring and
control applications. The ZigBee solution offers significant
benefits, such as low power, robust communication and a selfhealing mesh network. Common applications supported by
ZigBee include: personal monitoring, security, access control
and safety monitoring, home, building and industrial
automation [7].
As many devices in the motorhome are powered by AC or
DC power, another solution to consider reducing the number
of cables is power line communication (PLC). There is a
growing in interest for PLC, including smart grids, home
networking and control, as well as automotive uses [8].
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Hence, the proposed PLC technologies have been studied
in cars and indoor environments, but they have not been tested
in motorhome environment. Therefore, we will present in this
paper the results obtained from different measurements in
order to study the feasibility of these three technologies in
motorhomes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the functionalities and the architecture of
the proposed control system. Section 3 deals with the CANbased part of the system, including signals and messages
definitions, network dimensioning and simulation and
measurement results. Section 4 focuses on ZigBee tests
conducted in the motorhome and presents the obtained results.
Section 5 presents the results of PLC measurements and
results. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in Section 6.
II. SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITIES AND ARCHITECTURE
The considered embedded control system must carry out
several functionalities. We can cite according to the priority:


Measuring capacity, voltage and current of available
energy sources (main and auxiliary batteries, solar
cells) and switching between available energy sources



Measuring the energy consumption of appliances
(refrigerator, TV, pumps, lights)



Measuring weather data



Generating alarm when detecting an intrusion



Turning on/off and controlling brightness of lights



Exchanging with the environment through internet.

We aim to develop a user-friendly control system that can
accomplish these functionalities and possible supplementary
ones. The system must provide high quality of service in terms
of reliability, robustness, delays, and at the same time ensure
the convenience and comfort of motorhome users.
To ensure the passengers’ convenience and comfort, a
unique user interface based on embedded OS (Linux, Android)
will then replace the different interfaces used currently for
motorhome appliances. Passengers will simply send orders or

receive measurements to or from appliances by touching a
user-friendly screen.
The second objective is ensuring reliable data
communication between the central control unit and
equipments. Different communication technologies exist in the
market for this kind of applications. We have to select the best
adapted solutions to our environment and applications.
The above mentioned functionalities may be categorized
into three main categories: high level security, low level
security and infotainment functionalities. The first two
categories do not need high data rates but they must be secure,
the frames are mainly orders or sensor measurements.
However, infotainment functionalities, multimedia data, video
surveillance or internet, necessitate high data rates.
Therefore,
we
propose
to
combine
different
communication technologies with respect to considered
functionalities. High level security functionalities will be
accomplished using sensor and actuators connected to
corresponding equipments and exchanging via a CAN bus to a
central control unit. Low level security functionalities such as
measuring weather data and controlling lights will be
accomplished by ZigBee nodes. High data rates functionalities
will be finally exchanged using PLCs without using additional
wires. Figure 1 shows the general architecture of proposed
control system and communication technologies used with
respect to functionalities.
In order to verify the feasibility of these technologies, we
have conducted several measurements in a motorhome
provided by the motorhome manufacturer Autostar. The
motorhome comprises two main parts. The sleeping
compartment contains a fixed bed, a shower cubicle and a
wardrobe. The living compartment includes a kitchenette area
with a refrigerator, grill and sink. Below the floor of the
camper, we can find other amenities such as water tanks and
pump, gas cylinders, batteries and boiler. Following sections
will describe the performed experiments and present the
obtained results. We will begin with CAN measurements.

Figure 1. Architecture of the proposed control system based on CAN bus, ZigBee and PLC networks
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III. CAN MEASUREMENTS
Most of system functionalities will be performed via the
CAN bus, like monitoring water tanks, switching between
energy sources, controlling air-conditioner and ventilator, etc.
Several CAN nodes (each one connected to one or more
equipment) will communicate to the central node in the
camping car. The user interface will help the user to send
orders and analyze measurements sent by sensors given by the
other CAN nodes.
A. CAN Overview
CAN 2.0A/B is a network protocol developed for
connecting the sensors, actuators, and controllers in a vehicle.
CAN supports data rates from 5 kbps up to 1 Mbps, which
allow the CAN network to be used to share status information
and is available for real-time control. The medium access
control (MAC) level uses the carrier sense multiple
access/collision detection (CSMA/CD) protocol to access the
network, using the field “Identifier” of the frame.
CAN allows multiple devices (referred to as “CAN
nodes”) to connect to each other on a single bus. CAN nodes
do not have strict master/slave roles. Instead, each CAN node
may operate as a transmitter or receiver at any time. In
reception, each node decides if the data is relevant by looking
at the message frame's “Identifier”, which describes the
content of the message.
B. System Design
The CAN bus functionalities are accomplished by sensors
or actuators connected to corresponding equipments. A sensor
(actuator) will send (receive) a digital signal to (from) the
central CAN node via the CAN bus.
The first step in the network design was the definition of
signals that will be exchanged through CAN messages and the
identifiers between the central node and the appliances. A
database of about 100 signals has been defined for the system.
The second step was the definition of CAN messages and
the assignment of digital signals. One or several signals have
been assigned to each CAN message. A total of 35 CAN
messages/identifiers have been finally defined for the whole
network. These messages can be categorized into four
different categories:




Order messages are generated by the central node and
contain an order sent to one or several actuators, such
as opening or closing a gas cylinder. This type of
message may be generated manually by the user when
touching the screen, or automatically by the central
node for security reasons, such as ordering the closure
gas cylinders and folding the step when the motorhome
starts moving.
Alert messages are automatically generated by CAN
nodes to warn the central node about a special event,
such as intrusion detections.
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Sensing messages are periodically generated by CAN
nodes and contain sensor measurements such as water
tank levels, batteries voltages, and others.



Life sign messages are periodically generated by CAN
nodes to ensure their connectivity to the bus. When a
CAN node sends a life sign message, it waits for an
acknowledgment from the central node. In absence of
this acknowledgment, it repeats the transmission of the
life sign message for a user-predefined maximum
number of trials. If no acknowledgment is received, a
CAN node will be considered disconnected from the
bus and must stop sending its alert and sensing
messages. However, receiving any type of message
(acknowledgment or order message) from the central
node will reactivate the CAN node.

As the identifier of a CAN message determines its priority
on the bus, we have assigned to each message an identifier
based on its priority in the application. Lowest identifiers
(highest priority) have been assigned to order messages. The
second, third, and fourth levels of priority have been assigned
to alert messages, sensing messages and life sign messages
respectively.
The third step is the network dimensioning, i.e., the
estimation of number of CAN nodes in the network. In order
to minimize the number of CAN nodes in the network, we
have connected equipments that are nearly placed in the
motorhome, to the same CAN node. For example, Gas
cylinders and water tanks have been connected to one CAN
node.
C. CAN Bus Simulation
To study the performance of our CAN architecture, we
have used the development and testing software tool CANoe
from Vector GmbH. CANoe is a versatile tool for the
development, testing and analysis of entire Electronic Control
Unit (ECU) networks as well as individual ECUs. It supports
network designers, development and test engineers at
equipment manufacturers and suppliers over the entire
development process – from planning to the start-up of entire
distributed systems or individual ECUs. CANoe supports
CAN, LIN, FlexRay and other networks.
At the beginning, CANoe has been used to create
simulation models which simulate the behavior of the CAN
nodes. Over the further steps of nodes development, these
models serve as the basis for analysis, testing and the
integration of bus systems and nodes. This makes it possible to
detect problems early and correct them. Graphic and text
based evaluation windows are provided for evaluating the
results [9].
The simulation procedure consists of developing all CAN
nodes, exchanged signals and messages, and finally a GUI to
simulate the central control node. CAN nodes have been
firstly developed through Vector CAPL (CAN Access
Programming Language) based on the C programming
language. Using CANoe in combination with CAPL makes it
possible to create custom tool applications with user defined
behavior. Secondly, the database of CAN messages and
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signals is recreated in Vector CANdb++ (which is a data
administration program with which communication databases
can be created and modified in the form of CAN databases)
and added to the simulated bus. Signal generators have been
added to generate random or predefined sensing values to the
CAN nodes. Figure 2 explains the architecture of our CAN
bus simulator using CANoe.

has been developed for all CAN nodes. A 4 bits local address
represented by a 4 bits input to the microcontroller, has been
assigned to each CAN node. It determines the part of the
generic code to be executed to perform the node
functionalities. Based on the CAN node address, different
General Purpose Input Output (GPIO), serial ports and/or
analog-to-digital converter pins are configured to exchange
digital signals with connected sensors and actuators.
CANoe has been also used to test the behavior of the
developed CAN nodes. Using a particular interface, CANoe
provides the possibility of replacing one, several or all
simulated nodes by real ones. The conducted test includes 3
real CAN nodes ( based on the LPC1758-microcontroller) and
4 simulated CAN nodes as well as the simulated central node.
The interface CANcardXL allows mixing hardware and
software running CANoe (on a laptop). In order to test the
behavior of all CAN nodes, the test has been repeated several
times. In each test, identifiers of simulated and real CAN
nodes have been exchanged.

Figure 2. Architecture of the CAN bus simulator using CANoe.

Several simulations scenarios have been carried out to
verify the correct behavior of individual CAN nodes (success
and periodicity of CAN messages transmission) and the whole
network (bus load and end-to-end delays). As stated before,
this step helps us to detect problems early to prevent them in
the implementation phase. Different data rates between 5 up to
1000 kbps and periods of data transmission, between 0.2 and
10 seconds, have been tested. In all simulation scenarios, all
nodes send their CAN messages at the same time to simulate
worst case scenarios.

The CANcardXL interface is a hardware interface between
the real bus and the simulated one. This hybrid network has
been tested each time for 3.5 hours (12600 seconds) and each
CAN node was sending its sensing message every one second
and its life sign message every 15 minutes. The data rate was
set to 500 kbps for all nodes.
By studying the database of exchanged CAN messages
provided by the Trace window of CANoe, we have found that
each CAN has sent 12600 sensing messages to the central
node as well as 16 life sign messages, which means that all
CAN messages have been successfully sent. Moreover, the
period between two successive CAN messages was around 1
second (with several tens or hundreds of microseconds
corresponding to the arbitration phase between CAN nodes
trying to send at the same time).

By studying the simulation database and filtering messages
by CAN node, we have found that all nodes can send
successfully their CAN messages to the central unit for data
rates higher than 50 kbps regardless the period of
transmission. However, the bus load may reach values from 20
to 100% for rates less than 100 kbps. The maximum end-toend delay, defined as the time between the generation of a
CAN message by a CAN node and its reception by the central
node, is less than 100 ms for all data rates higher than 30 kbps.

A last experiment has been carried out without simulation
using different hardware CAN nodes and a central node
emulated thanks to an USB-MUX-4C2L board. Similarly, the
results of this test have shown a frame transmission ratio equal
to 100% for the CAN nodes and the periodicity of
transmission (one second between two successive messages)
has been also respected.

Using these results, a data rate of 500 kbps and a period of
1 second have been adopted in our application. For this
scenario, a bus load of only 0.77% and a maximum end-to-end
delay of 3.79 ms have been obtained. These values show that
data traffic exchanged in our application is largely lower than
the capacity of the CAN network. That proves also that
possible adding of future supplementary functionalities, will
not affect the performance of existing network. Simulation
results motivate us to start the implementation step.

Several low rate and low security level functionalities such
as turning on and off lights, measuring external temperature,
wind speed, TNT signal levels may be communicated to
central node by ZigBee communications. In order to verify the
possibility of wireless communications between central and
peripheral actuator/sensor nodes inside and outside the
motorhome, point-to-point measurements have been
performed using two ZigBee nodes in a motorhome to
evaluate the radio link quality.

D. Implementation and Tests of CAN Nodes
Each CAN node has been developed using an ARM
Cortex-M3 LPC1758 board from NXP Semiconductors which
supports two CAN peripherals. A generic embedded C code

A. Measurement Procedure
Two ZigBee development boards from Silicon
Laboratories have been used in these measurements (one
transmitter (Tx) and one receiver (Rx)). Each board features a
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a C8051F121 microcontroller and a Chipcon CC2420 2.4 GHz
802.15.4 transceiver. The used frequency was 2.45 GHz and
the transmit power was 0 dBm for both nodes. The sensitivity
of both ZigBee nodes is -95 dBm. Tx was connected to a
laptop via USB connection to configure the measurement
parameters and to save results. Tx, which represents the
central node, was fixed above the entrance of the motorhome.
Rx has been moved between 9 different locations inside and
outside the motorhome. For each location, 180 packets have
been transmitted by Tx and the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR)
(percentage of packets received successfully) as well as the
Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) have been
measured. A packet is considered as successfully received
only when Tx receives an acknowledgment from Rx.
Figure 3 represents the mapping of the motorhome and the
locations of Tx and Rx nodes. Locations A, B, C, D, F, G, H
and I are all inside the motorhome. However, location E is on
the roof of the camper.
B. Results
Table 1 presents obtained measurement results. For each
Rx location, we give the minimal, maximal, and mean values
of RSSI, as well as the PDR.
Measurement results of locations A, B, C, D, F, G, H and I
show an excellent connectivity inside the motorhome with a
PDR of 100 % and an average of RSSI above -70 dBm. The
wireless node of the central control unit may have a reliable
communication with all the ZigBee sensor/actuator nodes
placed inside the motorhome. Closing the curtain (represented
by a green dashed line in Figure 3) which separates the two
compartments and blocking the line-of-sight between Tx and
Rx at locations (A, B, C, D and F) has not affected the link
quality. Moreover, the communication between Tx and Rx
(location D) has not been blocked when closing the door of
wardrobe, in spite of the attenuation of 10 dB with respect to
other locations in the sleeping compartment. This remarkable
link quality may be explained by the short distances separating
Tx and Rx (the length of the motorhome is only 7 m) and the
absence of severe obstacles that can totally block wireless
communication (metallic walls for example).

However, location E (on the roof of the camper) does not
show the same link quality. PDR decreased to 93% and the
average of RSSI to -77 dBm. There is no direct visibility
between Tx and Rx for this location. Radio signals are
received by Rx due to reflections on walls and ceiling. It is
worth mentioning here that all these measurements were
performed when the motorhome was parked in a huge hangar.
Therefore, reflections on the walls of the hangar guided radio
signals between Tx and Rx. Although the mentioned results
are not very bad, they may be worst if the motorhome was
moving in an open area (outside reflections). In order to have
an efficient connection between the central node and the
external node, it will be recommended to place the node inside
the motorhome and connect it by short cables to external
sensors (temperature, humidity, etc.). In this case, successful
data transmission will be more guaranteed and independent of
the motorhome location. However, in this system, the security
aspect has not been considered. It may be taken into account
in future work.
TABLE I.
Rx
Location

OBTAINED RESULTS FROM ZIGBEE MEASUREMENTS
RSSI (dBm)

PDR (%)

Minimal

Maximal

Mean

A

-67

-54

-58.95

100

B

-62

-54

-57.43

100

C

-65

-49

-54.82

100

D

-76

-61

-69.93

100

E

-85

-60

-77.12

93

F

-62

-54

-59.15

100

G

-58

-51

-55.91

100

H

-47

-55

-49.44

100

I

-60

-50

-56.95

100

Figure 3. Locations of ZigBee transmitter and receiver in the motorhome.
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V.

PLC MEASUREMENTS

Several functionalities like video monitoring, multimedia
exchange or Internet sharing may be added to the system.
These functionalities do not need high level of security, but
need a relatively high throughput which cannot be provided by
CAN or ZigBee networks. We propose to study the feasibility
of PLC inside the motorhome, on the DC power lines. This
technology does not need new wires and is already used in
indoor networks. Two types of measurements have been
carried out in the same motorhome. The first one studies the
transfer function on the electrical harness and the second one
uses indoor PLC modems to determine the possible
throughput in a motorhome.
A. Transfer Functions
In order to determine the best frequency band for PLCs as
well as the effect of the battery and amenities in a motorhome,
we started by measuring the transfer function of the electrical
harness of a motorhome. Autostar has provided an electrical
harness before its installation in a motorhome as well as a
motorhome with installed harness. Using a Vector Network
Analyzer (VNA), we have measured the S21 parameter for
two different locations (AB and AC) on the harness in three
different scenarios: a free harness (without equipment and
battery connected), in the motorhome with only connected
equipments (without battery) and finally with connected
battery and equipments. The 12 V DC battery of the camper is
totally independent from the engine one. The measurement
point B is located in the living room and corresponds to the
television location. Position C is located in the bed room. The
performed measurements may simulate multimedia sharing
between the two compartments of the motorhome. The
measurement parameters are presented in Table 2.
Figure 4 shows the measurements positions in the
motorhome. Figure 5 and Figure 6 present the obtained results
in the three scenarios for paths AB and AC, respectively. One
can observe a remarkable attenuation for frequencies less than
3 MHz may be noticed for the two scenarios. Secondly, the
effect of connecting equipments start at frequencies higher
than 50 MHz, however the effect of connecting a battery is
clear for all frequencies (an average of 15 dB of attenuation).
Finally, we can clearly conclude from these measurements that
frequency band [3, 30 MHz] is the less affected by the battery
and equipments and may be convenient for PLCs in a
motorhome. More particularly, the bandwidth between 8 and
14 MHz has a minimum attenuation in this band.
TABLE II.
VNA Model

S21 MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS
Agilent FieldFox Handheld Analyzer N9918A

Frrequency band
Resolution
IF bandwidth
Coupling
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4001 points (24,986 kHz)
30 kHz
Capacitive
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Figure 4. Locations of DC-PLC transmitter and receiver in the motorhome.

Figure 5. Transfer function (S21) for path AB.

Figure 6. Transfer function (S21) for path AC.

B. Throughput Measurements
The study of PLC throughputs is realized using PLC
Devolo 200Av modems [10] based on the HomePlug AV
standard [11]. These modems are commonly used in indoor
networks and cars [12] and high throughputs have been
demonstrated. It is interesting to test them in a motorhome. As
the power line network in-motorhome is different from that in
a house, the modems have been modified to be used and plug
on the DC power lines. The modifications affect mainly the
coupling and the power supply.
The HomePlug AV standard is the second generation of
PLC systems developed by the HomePlug Powerline Alliance.
Now it is suitable for multimedia applications like HDTV or
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VOIP. The PHY layer uses a windowed-OFDM modulation in
the [2 – 28 MHz] frequency band over 972 subcarriers. The
HPAV can use different modulation order from binary phaseshift keying (BPSK) up to 1024 quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM) for each sub-carrier according to the
channel characteristics. To counteract the channel multipath
effects and the inter-symbol interferences, the HPAV uses a
guard interval (GI). Moreover, several GI (5.56 μs, to 47.12
μs) can be used depending on the channel and so the
throughput can be improved. A frequency mask is used to
avoid interferences mainly with amateur radio bands. This is
the reason why the pulse-shaped OFDM symbols is different
than the classic rectangular window. Thanks to this specific
window, the out-of-band noise is reduced and the notches are
deeper. The central coordinator uses the channel estimation in
order to establish a specific QAM modulation for each OFDM
sub-carrier. HPAV uses a two-level MAC framing scheme.
Indeed, the MAC frames are divided into 512 bytes segments
called PHY Block (PB). An uncorrectable Forward Error
Correction (FEC) code is used and a header is added with the
numbers of the PB.
In the measurement setup, we use a test bed with two PLC
modems and two laptops running jperf tool, which is used for
network testing by transmitting transmission control protocol
(TCP) and user datagram protocol (UDP) streams. These
modems have been plugged firstly to positions A and B, and
then to positions A and C respectively to measure the
throughput of the same scenarios studied in the previous
section.
Figure 7 shows the obtained throughput for the two paths
with disconnected and connected battery respectively. We can
remark from these scenarios that obtained throughputs are
quasi-similar for the two paths and are about 20 Mbps, which
is higher than throughputs provided by other bus technologies
(maximum 10 Mbps for FlexRay). However, we can notice a
small decrease of about 1 Mbps for the two paths when the
battery is connected. Similar results have been achieved with
UDP and so not represented. These results show that HPAV
modems can be used for PLCs in a motorhome for multimedia applications.

Figure 7. Obtained throughputs for paths AB and AC.
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VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented in this paper centralized hybrid
architecture for motorhome control mainly based on CAN bus,
in addition to PLC and ZigBee technologies. Different
simulations and measurements have been carried out to study
the performance of these technologies in the motorhome.
Firstly, CAN bus simulations have been carried out using
CANoe to evaluate the performance of the future network.
Then, CAN nodes board and an embedded C code have been
developed and tested successfully on the network in the
motorhome.
Otherwise, ZigBee measurements have shown an excellent
link quality between the central node and all locations inside
the motorhome. Motorhome environment is not a difficult
from a “radio wave propagation” view, as distances between
nodes will be small and there is no severe obstacle that can
totally block wireless communications. The security may be
considered in future work.
Finally, PLC experimentations have shown the possibility
of using PLC modems used in indoor applications in a
motorhome. Possible data rates of about 20 Mbps in realistic
scenarios can be provided by PLCs.
The obtained results confirm the possibility of using
ubiquitous communication technologies to achieve a smart,
convenient and comfortable motorhome. In future work,
electromagnetic measurements will be performed in order to
test the robustness of the network in real environment with the
camper van in motion.
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